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EDITORIAL 

WELCOME TO FEVER DREAMS ISSUE ONE 

FEVER DREAMS ISSUE 1 

EDITORIAL by Peter Bennett 

It feels good to actually be writing that. We’ve 

had so many problems with the production of 

this first issue with both the technology and 

the content. The New Year came and went 

and it seemed like the Old Ones themselves 

were doing everything they could to prevent 

this magazine from reaching you. I hope that 

you all thoroughly enjoy reading it. 

I promised myself that I wouldn’t allow this 

editorial to sound like an Oscar acceptance 

speech but there are lots of people who 

should be thanked. Firstly the authors who 

submitted their work for this issue, thank you 

for your contributions and I hope that you like 

the layouts. An especially big thank you to 

those authors who have already submitted 

work for the next issue. I’ll be getting back to 

you soon. 

Secondly thank you to Steph for her cover art 

and to Cambion for his internal artwork. We 

can’t mention artwork without thanking Randall 

Munroe for his XKCD comic (and for allowing 

us to use it too). 

I set out to produce a lifestyle magazine for 

speculative fiction fans and I hope that’s what 

we have accomplished. There are book, 

game, movie and DVD reviews and fiction 

from around the globe. If you enjoy the   

magazine then please feel free to let us know 

through Facebook and Twitter, and as  

shameless as this is, tell your friends because 

we need all the support we can get to keep the 

magazine  running. 

Now I’m off to sit in a dark room for a few days 

before the madness begins again. 
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W elcome to Issue One     

of the Fever Dreams          

E-Zine. 

Issue One Cover Art by Stephanie Bennett 

The look on our Editor’s face at the beginning of 

January... 
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ARTICLE by Peter Bennett 

In June of last year I was discussing how the 

publishing industry had created the literary 

genres of horror, science fiction and fantasy 

with two friends. The result of this debate was 

that classical speculative writers like Mary 

Shelley, H.P.Lovecraft and Edgar Allen Poe 

(to name but a few) did not have their fiction 

labelled in the distinct way that modern writers 

do. It was my opinion, and I have since read 

articles by other readers and writers who feel 

the same, that the creation of these distinct 

genres was a device created by bookshops to 

facilitate the storage and sale of books. The 

problem with this is that some works cannot 

easily be defined by these genres. Is Shelley’s 

Frankenstein horror or science fiction? Does 

the fact that its 2012 make Orwell’s Nineteen 

Eighty Four a historical fiction rather than an 

important work of science-fiction? 

I have always loved speculative fiction. I grew 

up in the 80s with Conan the Barbarian, Krull 

and Hawk the Slayer. In my teens I was     

obsessed with classical mythology which led 

me to Dante’s Inferno and by turns to Edgar 

Allen Poe. Gothic horror and Victorian ghost 

stories led me to Lovecraft and through him to 

modern horror but I never lost interest in the 

classics. 

It was also in my teens that Hollywood first 

drew my attention to science-fiction films. My 

love of science-fiction films was why I went to 

see Total Recall and Blade Runner and 

through these films I discovered one of my 

most important authors, Philip K Dick. I loved 

his work and read everything. When I had 

read everything he wrote I moved to his writing 

fellows and discovered Ray Bradbury. 

In time I began to find fiction that crossed 

genre boundaries. The most hotly debated 

example of this would be Anne McCaffrey’s 

Dragons of Pern novels (my wife fumes at any 

indication that these books are science-

fiction). 

In recent years the distinct line between these 

genres has begun to blur. Films like Alien and 

games like Dead Space have shown how well 

horror and science-fiction can work together 

while Japanese animation and games like  

Final Fantasy and Phantasy Star have done 

the same for fantasy and science-fiction. 

The discussion between my friends ended 

with the establishment of a digital publishing 

house dedicated to all types of speculative 

fiction and named in honour of Ray Bradbury, 

an author that was important to all of us here 

at Fever Dreams. 

In the coming year we are going to be creating 

a line of free e-books featuring some of our 

favourite works of classical fiction. We are also 

currently in talks with a number of charities 

about establishing our Scare to Care books. 

We hope that we will get the same support 

from the literary community that we have seen 

when compiling this first issue of Fever 

Dreams. 
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Everyone’s pockets are a bit lighter during this 

difficult period, doubly so after Christmas, and 

charities are feeling the pinch. During my 

younger years I spent some time living rough 

on the streets and it left an indelible mark on 

me. Since then I have always tried to support 

homeless charities, and other members of the 

team feel strongly about child support services 

and health charities. During Christmas many 

of us were reminded of the need for charitable 

organisations and their need for donations, 

and so we decided a charitable anthology or 

two would be a good idea. I will never forget a 

book that my mother had on the coffee table 

when I was a child. It contained pictures of 

children who had poured hot water on their 

faces or fallen out of windows. I confronted her 

about the effects of this book some years later 

and she said that sometimes it is necessary to 

scare someone to show you care. This simple 

idea was to be the concept for our anthology 

(scaring to care not traumatizing children). 

Yet you’d be surprised how hard it is to give 

money to charity when its coming from a 

source such as a horror anthology, many of 

the victims and villains in horror are the very 

people these charities are trying to protect. We 

have had some luck and hope to be opening 

for submissions around Easter time with the 

full backing of the charities involved. Watch 

the website for more information. 

We will also be working tirelessly on the next 

issue of Fever Dreams which should be   

available around the middle of April. We are 

already taking on submissions of art, articles 

and fiction but are always happy to receive 

more. 

It’s going to be a very busy year. 

We hope that you enjoy the articles that 

we have collected together in the first  

issue of Fever Dreams. While you are 

enjoying these articles our team will be 

working hard on issue two. We are     

looking for your feedback. If you want to 

make sure that your favourite writers 

make it back in the second   issue then 

please let us know what you think on our 

Facebook and Twitter feeds. 

The writers who submitted their work for 

this issue have done so without any    

financial reward but in future we would 

like to be able to offer writers more than a 

copy of the magazine and their name on 

the cover. We aim to keep this magazine 

free and that means attracting             

advertisers. Several companies have  

expressed interest in advertising within 

future issues but first we need to get 1000 

downloads of the first issue so please 

help by telling your friends. 

In the meantime we are looking for writers 

to send us articles on writing, book      

reviews, film reviews, game reviews... In 

fact we are looking for you to send us 

anything related to the genres of science 

fiction, horror and fantasy. We were    

delighted with the amount of fiction     

submissions that we received for issue 

one and we hope to receive the same 

support for issue two (though a little more 

fantasy and science fiction wouldn’t go 

amiss.) 

fdezine.fever-dreams.co.uk/Submissions.html 
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PETER BENNETT 

The gaffer, editor and the guy who keeps the 

train rolling. Peter is the driving force behind 

the founding of the company and works damn 

hard on keeping everyone on schedule. He 

has broad tastes in fiction loving gothic and 

contemporary horror, Tolkien’s fantasy and 

Philip K Dick’s science fiction. He has worked 

in the publishing industry for several years 

since winning the Nanotales competition on 

Bebo and is currently completing a Creative 

Writing Degree. 

AL THOMAS 

The second in command, if you don’t include 

the editor’s wife, and a lover of the silver 

screen, Al has worked at the same cinema for 

so long he ends up walking there when he’s 

drunk instead of going home. He has strong 

leanings towards the movie and interactive sci

-fi and fantasy genres. His favourite films are 

Stanley Kubrik’s The Shining and 2001, which 

he states are masterpieces in their respective 

genres. He is currently looking into studying 

Interactive Fiction at university. 

MATTHEW HARRIS 

Matt spends a large amount of time in front of 

his computer indulging his love of J-Culture. 

His love of Anime and J-Culture means he 

reads an inordinate amount of comics but still 

finds time to read a novel a week. Matt is a 

strong believer in eastern influences in films 

and art, which he argues makes everything 

better, and the news that a J-Horror is about to 

be remade in Hollywood is usually enough to 

throw him into a depression. His favourite films 

are The Grudge, The Ring and Death Note. 

STEPHANIE BENNETT 

Steph has spent too many years as a student 

but now the end is in sight so she may have to 

start growing up. 2012 saw her returning to 

study to complete a Masters at the University 

of Dundee. Her love of golden age science 

fiction was instilled in her as a teen by her  

father and she secretly (or not so secretly –

ed.) loves the despairing look on Peter’s face 

when she reveals that she has no knowledge 

of yet another piece of cult horror cinema. 

She also painted the cover of our first issue. 

CAMBION 

Cambion is the mysterious, online artist      

responsible for most of our internal artwork, 

the rest being done by Stephanie Bennett. He 

also manages the website. 

STEPHANIE MORAN 

A lifelong friend of the editor and a huge fan of 

Lord of the Rings, Stephanie is the woman 

responsible for making sure that people hear 

about the magazine and that we find out about 

the books, games and conventions that are an 

important part of the magazine. Her greatest 

fear is that Disney will one day try and make a 

Lord of the Rings cartoon and ruin Middle 

Earth forever. 

PHILIP MEREDITH 

While not formally part of the magazine staff, 

Philip deserves a mention due to the large 

amount of work he has put into gathering   

content for this issue. Born and raised in    

Liverpool, he hopes to achieve the same level 

of success as fellow local writers Ramsey 

Campbell and Clive Barker. 
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ARTICLE by Glenn Kohler 

For some people this is because the story took 

too long to get started and for others it may be 

because the story ended prematurely. One of 

the most important skills that a writer needs to 

develop is the ability to instinctively know 

where your story should begin and how it 

should end. 

When starting out many new writers lack this 

instinct and, without guidance on how to     

develop from other authors, can become 

mired and discouraged. I cannot stress 

strongly enough the importance of reading and 

discussing your work with other writers,      

especially given the number of writing support 

groups on the internet, but if you are looking 

for a formula to assess your own work then 

think MICE. It helped me when I first started 

writing and I believe MICE can be of great  

assistance to new writers regardless of their 

genre aspirations. 

All fiction contains four elements that          

determine structure. These elements: Milieu, 

Idea, Character and Event, are always present 

in fiction but depending on the writer, and to 

some extent the story, one will be far more 

dominant that the others. 

Milieu 

The Milieu is the world in which the story takes 

place. It defines everything from the planet 

and its weather to the society and family. 

Many writers forget that even in a modern  

setting there can be subtle differences to the 

world and these differences can be the focus 

of the story. 

A good example of a Milieu defined story is 

Gulliver’s Travels. Swift’s focus was on the 

different societies that Gulliver encounters and 

how these societies compared to the one in 

which Swift lived. If the focus of the story is 

these new societies then it would be a waste 

of time developing large sections of Gulliver’s 

childhood and focusing on the relationship he 

has with his family. 

A Milieu story will start the moment that the 

character arrives in the writer’s new world and 

are often about the subsequent transformation 

of the character that ensues. In many of these 

stories the character then returns to the    

original world. If you need an example then 

think about Dorothy in The Wizard of Oz. It 

would have been easy to have the tale end 

when she arrives at the Emerald City, or after 

she kills the Wicked Witch of the West, but her 

transformation was not yet complete. She 

must return home to Kansas. 

T here are numerous 

examples of stories 

that never reached 

their full potential in all areas 

of speculative fiction. 
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If, when writing your story, you discover that it 

is the world you are creating that fascinates 

you then you are writing a Milieu Story. If that 

is true then you should start with you        

character’s arrival, finish when he (or she) 

leaves, and always remember that you are 

writing through the eyes of your stranger. It is 

through your character, who will be amazed, 

intrigued and possibly even afraid of the 

strange and marvellous world that you have 

created, that your reader will experience your 

fiction. 

Idea 

Ideas for many writers are what fuel their 

work. In this sense “Ideas” are discovered in 

the process of the story and the stories focus 

is about the process of discovery. The     

structure of these stories begins with a     

question and ends when it is answered. 

If you think of Idea based stories like a crime 

thriller then you’ll not stray too far. The story 

begins with a crime (Inciting Incident or    

Turning Point) and the question is posed. In 

crime this is almost always who committed the 

crime and why did they do it? The story then 

follows the investigation until the identity and 

motive of the criminal are revealed. 

In speculative fiction this structure is quite 

common, particularly in science fiction. In 

2001: A Space Odyssey the focus of the story 

is on the identity and motivations of the people 

who buried a monolith on the moon and why it 

has suddenly begun giving off a powerful   

signal. The story ends when the mystery is 

solved and we discover that the monolith was 

left by a master race and our discovering it 

has proved that we are ready to proceed to 

the next stage of our evolution. 

It is often tempting in Idea based stories to 

spend the early parts of the book developing 

characters and then proceed to ask and     

resolve the question. This is most likely a   

result of changes in the crime thriller tradition 

which is now so formulaic that writers have a 

great deal of freedom in playing with it. If you 

aren’t writing a crime thriller then your reader 

may not be aware of the question you are  

intending to ask and may believe that you are 

writing a character based story instead. If you 

proceed to end your story with the resolution 

of the mystery and not with the character then 

your readers may feel cheated. Always      

remember that if you begin a storyline then 

you must conclude it. 

Character 

It is fair to assume that stories involve       

characters, but only character stories focus on 

the details of who a character really is. While a 

Milieu, Idea or Event story will have the luxury 

of glossing over characterization, a Character 

story won’t have that luxury. If you are writing 

a Character story then fully developed      

characters are essential. 

Fully developing your character does not 

mean that we need to start at birth and work 

through to death. A Character story should 

start with an incident that forces the character 

into re-evaluation of themselves and their 

place in society and ends when the character 

settles into a new role or gives up their    

struggle and returns to their old role.  

Character stories are about transformation 

and in speculative fiction this alteration can 

often be physical as well as psychological. 

During the 60s there was a lot of science   

fiction that focused on transforming gender 

and the horror genre is replete with examples 

of curses and spells that physically alter the 

form of the main character. It’s important to 

note that if the character doesn’t learn        

anything from the experience then it is not 

character fiction. 

Unlike some forms of fiction, there is a great 

deal of leeway about when the Inciting       
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Incident needs to occur. This is because it is 

important for readers to understand who the 

character is before the transformation begins. 

Try to keep the events of your story close to 

the Inciting Incident because there is nothing 

more annoying than having to read through 

pages and pages of back story, no matter how 

well written it may be, while waiting for the 

story to actually begin. 

Within a Character story, we will often witness 

a domino effect caused by the main          

character’s desire to change. Your character is 

part of a community and fulfils a role within it. 

If he or she suddenly decides to alter that role 

then it will have consequences for 

other   members of that community. This is 

often the conflict that drives a Character story 

and the climax is often a battle between    

characters in a war over identity. If more than 

one character in your story changes then try to 

work out which is the first character to change. 

This will be your main character, and your 

story begins with the incident that left them 

feeling like they couldn’t take anymore. 

Event 

A Character story focuses on internal change 

but an Event story is about external change. In 

the Event story, something is usually wrong 

with the world. This could be the appearance 

of a monster, a warlord’s rise to power,      

unnatural deaths, broken promises, the birth of 

a child, a prophecy or  the discovery of an item 

of great power. In each of these cases    

something has occurred that has changed the 

status quo and the world is thrown into a state 

of flux. An Event story should not begin at the 

point that the world is thrown into chaos but 

rather at the point where the character whose 

actions are most crucial to resolving the   

problems becomes involved in the struggle. 

If the Event story begins when the world is 

thrown into flux then it must end when it either 

returns to normal or settles into a new form.  

The Event story is one of the most common 

forms in speculative fiction and Tolkien’s Lord 

of the Rings is one of the best known         

examples. The story begins when we discover 

that Bilbo’s old ring is actually the one ring, 

and we only do this when he passes it on to 

Frodo. The ring is the key to destroying 

Sauron and ushering in a new world. 

The Event story is frequently told from the 

point of view of the main character. We start 

with a small part of the world, that the       

character is familiar with, and see the chaos 

and  disorder as he encounters it. This is a 

valuable lesson that many writers of epics  

often fail to learn from Tolkien. Instead of   

relating events through the eyes of their main 

character they bombard the reader with     

endless background in a needless prologue. 

The reasons that writers do this vary but they 

almost always fail. If I could give novice writers 

one piece of advice it’s this: Don’t write a   

prologue. If you can’t fit it into main story then 

we probably don’t need to hear about it. Begin 

small, develop your hero, make us care about 

him or her and, when the time is right, broaden 

our view slowly so that we can see the big 

picture. 

I have probably given the MICE speech on 

more occasions than I care to think about and 

quite frequently I’m asked one question as a 

result: How do I know which structure to use? 

The truth is that Lord of the Rings could have 

been a Character Story about Frodo or a    

Milieu Story about Middle Earth. Every story 

contains all these different elements and the 

structure you choose will likely come down to 

personal choice and writing style. There is 

always one aspect that will leap out at you but 

you often won’t find it until you’ve written your 

first draft. 
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ARTICLE by Philip Meredith 

When I first began writing I was unable to   

distinguish between what some writers called 

a “workable premise” and what I simply      

referred to as an “idea for a story.” As I       

developed as a writer I began to sense that 

there was some secret that I was unaware of, 

an alchemical process that turned an idea into 

a premise. It was many years before I learned 

this secret art and how to perform 

this alchemical magic. The secret lies in a 

realm of dark dreams. 

As with anything else the results depend on 

the ingredients and in our case we are using 

the raw material of fiction: Ideas. 

In order to ascertain the quality of an idea we 

must first examine it objectively in the cold 

light of day. Is this idea new? Has it been used 

extensively recently? Is there a market for it? 

Most importantly: Do I feel comfortable writing 

about this? 

Entirely new ideas are as precious and rare as 

diamonds. New writers often feel that their 

idea is unique and special, but every year we 

see hundreds of stories about the same tired 

themes being fed to an already bloated     

market. If you read a story on zombies and 

thought you could do that too then you are 

probably one of these writers. I’m not saying 

that re-using old ideas isn’t useful, Bram 

Stoker was retelling folklore and Mary Shelley 

was influenced by a variety of literary sources, 

including Milton’s Paradise Lost, when she 

wrote Frankenstein. What I am saying is that 

“Zombies” is probably not the best quality idea 

for you to use in your alchemy. 

If new ideas are in short supply then where 

does an aspiring writer acquire components? 

Many writing teachers will tell you that ideas 

are all around you. They are in the faces of 

your family and friends and the locations you 

visit every day. I’m going to break with        

tradition and tell you that although this will give 

you lots of ideas they won’t be original. Think 

about how many other people are sitting in 

that location, and have sat there. Think about 

how many people see your friends and family 

each day. If the only source of ideas was the 

world in which we existed then I doubt science 

fiction and horror as a literary genre would 

ever have developed. As an example, there 

are many novels about serial killers; I         

personally have had the pleasure of            

interviewing a serial killer but I doubt many 

others have or would be comfortable doing so. 

So we come to the age old stereotype of the 

writer doing research for his new book in the 

I deas are the lifeblood 

upon which writers feed 

and readers thrive. 
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library or online. This is a requirement for most 

writers of speculative fiction because nothing 

ruins a story for a reader more than you     

getting your mythology or science wrong. The 

components you gather from research can 

often be surprisingly diverse but be prepared 

for the fact that you will come across ideas 

that you are unprepared for. The ideas you 

gather here can be combined with the more 

mundane ones you gather from everyday   

experiences to startling effect but only if you 

are capable of performing the magic. Are you 

capable of writing in a different time, as a 

character of a different age, lifestyle, outlook 

or sexual persuasion? If not, put these ideas 

aside and maybe you can use them in the   

future. 

In order to combine ideas we must also      

understand their properties. The best way to 

learn how to combine different ideas is by  

observing the way that others have done it. 

Reading is a key way of expanding your 

knowledge of how to combine your ideas. 

There are plenty of books to read, plenty of 

recipes to learn and your reading may also 

generate an idea or two. If you find yourself 

getting ideas while reading then by all means 

write them down but be very mindful of the fact 

that these ideas may have come from a mind 

very dissimilar to yours. When evaluating 

these ideas it is very important that you      

consider how capable you are of making use 

of them. If you don’t feel confident put them 

away on the shelf for later. 

The preamble is over, you have learnt a few 

recipes and gathered some components and 

now you want to know how to perform that 

alchemical magic. The answer is that you   

enter your own private realm of dark dreams. 

During the period when we are just falling 

asleep or just waking up our mind enters a 

dream state which scientists refer to as the 

hypnagogic state. During this period our    

conscious and unconscious minds are still 

connected, we are in a state of half-reverie 

with one foot in the land of the waking and one 

in the land of dreams. 

I first discovered this world when I was    

awakened by a terrible nightmare. Not having 

the insight to keep a notepad near my bed, I 

thrashed around in the dark in search of a pen 

and paper. The desperate search had pulled 

me further from the realm of dreams than I 

would have liked but I was pleasantly         

surprised by how much detail remained. When 

I read it back in the morning I was annoyed to 

find that there was not sufficient material to 

write a complete story. 

I spent the rest of that week reading my notes 

before bed in the hope of summoning the 

same dream from my subconscious and after 

four nights was awoken in the same cold, 

sweat but this time I was prepared. 

This was when I began to realise that I could 

control the process but it was not until I      

received a copy of Mysteries by Colin Wilson 

that I fully began to understand the alchemical 

process involved. Wilson wrote about a twilight 

realm that exists between waking and    

dreaming. 

Armed with this knowledge I took once more 

to my bed. I read through some of my notes in 

an attempt to direct my path and then I drifted 

off into a realm of dark dreams. As I slept 

those ideas from my notes were ground down 

at a dark crucible and altered into a terrible 

form, one that I am currently developing into a 

novel. If I ever find myself short of ideas or 

don’t know how to proceed I take to my bed 

again. I read the pages that I am working on 

and seek the answers I need. 

I now pass on the secret to you so that you 

may in turn access the crucible at the heart of 

the realm of dark dreams. 
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ARTICLE by Philip Meredith 

The answer I give is always the same, I look 

for and I listen to what other people find   

frightening. In 2006 Dundee City Council 

asked children between the ages of eleven 

and fifteen years old whether they felt safe in 

their area. The vast majority of children      

responded with answers regarding gangs, 

drugs, graffiti and vandalism. There was,  

however, one answer that really took my 

breath away. 

To that child I tip my hat and I see a promising 

career as a writer in your future. 

Modern horror has evolved away from the 

ghost story that people told by firelight but 

some of the best examples of truly chilling  

fiction exists during a time when people where 

obsessed with ghosts and the afterlife, after all 

there is nothing more terrifying to most of us 

than death. 

I have always enjoyed a good ghost story, Poe 

and M. R. James are amongst my favourites, 

but I’ve always been sceptical of real life 

ghosts and perhaps that is because the books 

and television shows are more concerned with 

cheap titillating thrills than on objectively    

examining these stories. When I was asked to 

contribute a series of articles for Fever 

Dreams I was, to say the least, a little 

stumped. About that time I was reading the 

works of The Reverend Robert Kirk. Prior to 

his mysterious disappearance Kirk produced a 

series of essays detailing the workings of the 

world of fairies, which he called the secret 

commonwealth, and how they related to our 

world. I realised that many of his ideas could 

be applied to the world of ghost stories and 

thus I began my article. 

It made sense for me to begin with a world 

DUNDEE 

O ne of the most      

frequent questions 

that a horror writer  

gets asked is “Where do you 

get your ideas?” 

“I do feel quite safe in my area. Your 

[sic] fine as long as you avoid the  

cemetery at night so you a) don’t get 

scared by the mysterious souls that 

skulk around the graves and b) don’t get 

eaten alive by the ghost that patrols the 

white lady bridge.” 

Pg 36. Response 2 available at                    

https://www.dundeecity.gov.uk/chserv/docs/

you&yourarea.doc  
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that I am familiar with and having lived in 

Lochee, Dundee for many years (and in light 

of that brilliant response) it made sense to 

start locally. 

Ghost lore, if you can call it that, is dominated 

by female ghosts of a variety of colours. White 

ladies seem to be quite populous in the ghost 

world, Dundee has several examples of them, 

and The White Lady that is supposed to haunt 

Balgay Bridge is just one of them. The ghost is 

widely known by the residents of Lochee and 

is a favourite childhood spook story but getting 

to the truth behind the ghost is quite difficult. 

In some stories the ghost is relatively       

harmless. In some tales she appears reading 

a letter and then, in floods of tears, throws    

herself from the bridge and whilst in others 

she runs toward the cemetery. A number of 

locals report hearing disembodied weeping 

and one local dog owner informed me that his 

dog refuses to cross the bridge. The most  

interesting stories, from my point of view as a 

horror writer, are the more embellished tales. 

If the tales are to be believed then the ghost 

can be summoned at midnight by passing over 

the bridge a specified number of times. There 

is some disagreement about the number with 

the usual selection of odd numbers, those  

being three, five and seven, being most    

common. 

Summoning the ghost may not be the best 

idea because the White Lady is a local      

bogeyman (or woman). In the majority of    

stories she either eats the person alive or 

throws them from the bridge, and in one story 

does both, but for some the terrible fate   

awaiting those who meet the White Lady is to 

be turned into a pool of blood. 

All of this, I’m sure you’ll agree, is wonderful 

material ranging from the ghostly to the    

nightmarish. This was to be my article, local 

legends inspire creativity, however the       

editorial staff thought differently. 

On an early January morning with fresh   

snowfall on the ground I ventured out to     

Balgay Bridge with my camera in hand. This 

(above) Photograph of Balgay Bridge and the Windy Glack below (P. Meredith Jan 2013) 
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was not the first time I had visited the bridge 

but in the cold, morning light it was a very  

different experience. 

The park was deserted and the snow showed 

no signs of disturbance. As I made my way 

through the park I caught my first glimpse of 

the bridge through the bare tree branches. 

The bridge is a striking structure connecting 

the recreational woods on Balgay Hill with  

Balgay Cemetery, formerly known as the 

Western Necropolis, and stretching high over 

the Windy Glack footpath below. Its cast-iron 

Victorian structure was recently repainted 

blue.  Standing at the east end of the bridge it 

was easy to see why the bridge has become 

the focus for local stories. 

Under a weak winter sun I stepped off the 

wooded path on Balgay Hill and onto the 

bridge. The snow was largely undisturbed. 

There was one set of footprints but unless the 

White Lady had taken to wearing large men’s 

boots then I could be certain that they were 

not hers. 

For writers the concept of a bridge between 

the world of the living and the dead is an all 

too familiar concept, but Balgay Bridge is 

about as close as I would ever want to come 

to finding one. From the moment you step 

onto the bridge from Balgay Hill you can see 

the cemetery crouched within the trees on the 

far side. In a literal sense the bridge is a   

pathway between the world of the living and 

that of the dead.  

That appears to be true historically because, 

according to newspaper articles from The 

Scotsman and The Courier, the area around 

the bridge has seen its fair share of suicides. 

The earliest recorded suicide seems to have 

taken place in 1837 when a weaver, George 

Bruce, was found dead. Some years later in 

1883 a woman was prevented from commit-

ting suicide by the groundskeeper. In 1898, 

Roland Smith succeeded in leaping from the 

bridge to his death. 

None of these incidents, as gruesome as they 

may be, give an insight into who the White 

Lady could be. After some research I did    

discover a likely candidate, Janet Fenton. 

The story concerning Janet Fenton was     

reported in both The Scotsman and The    

Courier. It appears that Janet Fenton was a 

(Above and Right) Photographs of Balgay Bridge and the 

cemetery beyond (P. Meredith Jan 2013) 
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married mother of seven. In 1875 her husband 

died from scalding after falling into a hot-water 

tank at one of Dundee’s factories. The    

Scotsman reported that her loss had affected 

her mind and that in November of 1882 she 

threw herself from Balgay Bridge. 

I have to say that I am not one for heights but 

in the interests of being thorough I had a quick 

look over the side of the bridge and I can   

assure you it is a long way down. 

As I stepped off the bridge and into the   

cemetery I was only slightly the worse for 

wear, and that being on account of looking 

over the side of the bridge. 

In the survey the child had claimed that     

mysterious souls wandered the graveyard at 

night and so I took some time to wander about 

the graves of the Balgay Cemetery. My      

research had turned up two interesting       

accounts and perhaps the souls could be 

those of James Newlands and William Parker. 

According to newspaper reports James 

Newlands blew his brains out with a single 

shot to the head in 1885 and, in 1894, William 

Parker sat down at his family grave and shot 

himself twice in the head. 

Despite the fact that the supernatural beings 

that have been reported in and around Balgay 

Bridge were not in attendance (perhaps they 

were sheltering from the cold weather), I was 

struck by the nature of the area. It may have 

been the fresh snow keeping people from  

venturing out and lending the area the sense 

of another world, but I cannot help but wonder 

about the dark geography and the bridge’s 

history as a suicide spot. 

I hope that you have been informed,           

entertained and, just maybe, inspired. 

In the next issue I will be venturing out to   

explore another location with a troubled past 

and home to one of Dundee’s other White  

Ladies. In the meantime I would also be     

interested in hearing from readers about 

haunted locations around the U.K. for future 

issues. See you in Issue 2. 

“Yesterday morning a widow named 

Fenton committed suicide by throwing 

herself over a suspension bridge in  

Balgay Public Park, Dundee. She fell a 

distance of 30 feet and was killed on the 

spot, her body being terribly mangled. 

The woman’s mind was affected since 

the loss of her husband, a mechanic, 

who was scalded to death in a Dundee 

millpond several years ago.” 

The Scotsman, Nov 10 1882 

(Above right and left) Photograph of Balgay Cemetery and a view from the bridge to Windy Glack below 
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Society is dog-eat-dog, no matter what Disney 

says. Life had taught Roger as much. Power is 

everything, resulting in a constant dance of 

mutual destruction: subordinate or be         

subordinated, consume or be consumed, use 

or be used or both -- all to sustain our pitiful 

illusions, these built on nothing more than the 

shifting sands of consensus. And, worse, this 

cannibalism was called other things: progress, 

upward mobility, love. A sad, sad state, but 

such is the ecology of man's heart. 

As it were, Roger's job allowed him a steady 

diet of self-satisfaction. As editor for a review 

that had somehow prospered -- assistant   

editor, but who splits those hairs? -- he got to 

reject fiction and poetry submissions, and it 

was all that was necessary to push his       

buttons. Were he to feel behind in the Power 

game, handing down a brutal rejection would 

perk him right up. Spiritual coffee. Whether it 

was deserved, it didn't matter -- though, he 

received extra sustenance from selecting a 

particularly exceptional piece and shitting all 

over it. Nothing sustains illusion like calling a 

good thing bad. 

However, something in Roger despised this 

practice, perhaps the writer he'd once aspired 

to be. And that's why he'd constructed The 

Box, as a sort of vegetarian means of sating 

his hungers. 

It had begun with a lifelong fear:              

claustrophobia, contracted from a childhood of 

being shut in the closet by a big brother. Then, 

next, his overcoming of it, though the key   

ingredient in this strange cake was how he did 

so: by will alone, purely on his own strength. 

Despite the fear's menace, Roger had 

shunned therapy and support groups, leaving 

them for the Victims, those who attained their 

power through sympathy and Kleenex. No, 

Roger had merely focused on the fear's 

mechanism, felt around it, learned it -- and 

then silenced it, consciously, visualizing a 

knife piercing whatever traitorous brain cell 

was to blame. 

And that's when the magic had happened: his 

sense of victory had given away to one of 

power. Great, great power. 

The discovery had sizzled and popped, and a 

second experiment was as successful. 

Just a month later, he'd constructed The Box. 

*** 

A cheap one-bedroom apartment played    

garage to The Box, rented in the next town 

over, as not to shit where he ate. After a drive 

by A.A.Garrison 

H e was powerless again. 

So it was time for The 

Box. 
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filled with expectation, Roger parked alongside 

comparably junky cars and went inside the 

unkempt building. 

Unknown to him, it was the last time. 

The building lacked an elevator, or someone 

to clean the urine from the stairs, but this only 

added to Roger's joy upon reaching the    

apartment. With a look over his shoulder, as if 

someone might be tracking his expedition, he 

jingled out a key and opened the door. Inside, 

the apartment was empty but for a large, black 

metal box. 

It sat nakedly in the floor, interrupting the ugly 

green walls, an umbilical power cord snaking 

out. The Box's design had required two      

contractors and some engineering, plus a 

large sum of money and lots of legwork on 

Roger's part -- not to mention the imagination 

behind its conception. Crafted of aircraft-

quality steel, with several pistons operated via 

remote control, its sides were reconfigurable, 

able to be moved in and out. 

The Box functioned much like a garbage   

compressor, though it was not used for      

garbage. 

Roger shed his coat and shoes, easing even 

further, as a satellite effect of what was to 

come. There had been some problems at 

work, and he was on the outs with his         

girlfriend, and his political candidate was down 

in the polls, and the Sox had lost, and he'd 

been cut off in traffic on the way over here -- a 

rather powerless condition. In prior times, he 

might've handed down some rejections   

scathing enough to stroke his ego back to 

health. But not now. 

Now, he had The Box. To him, it appeared as 

a big black solution. 

In seconds, Roger was stripped to his boxers, 

welcoming the cool air over his frail body. 

From the bedroom, he produced a respirator 

mask and a cylinder of air, setting them      

intently beside the contraption. With that, he 

lowered himself into the chamber. 

Roger squirmed, positioning himself and the 

oxygen apparatus. The mask fit on snugly. It 

was necessary, the respirator; once the lid 

was sealed and the compression engaged, 

there was little air. With the remote control 

secure in his hand, he folded his knees to his 

chest and lowered his head, assuming a foetal 

shape. 

The first button-press sealed the lid, leaving 

Roger in a perfect black. The second, The 

Box's sides pressed in, ever so slightly. 

As usual, the claustrophobia sprung from its 

can, like a beast running to feed. And,       

similarly, Roger did his mind trick, stopping the 

fear in its tracks. 

Another victory. 

Look what I can do! cried a deep, persuasive 

part of Roger, making him feel as big as a 

building. It was a childish, left-handed way of 

empowerment, but even dirty clothes can keep 

you warm. 

Ecstatic in his tiny darkness, Roger tapped the 

compression button again. With a pneumatic 

hiss, his world grew smaller and his smile 

grew bigger. 

Another tap, and the sides crushed his    

shoulders into a new shape, his organs  

With a pneumatic hiss, his world grew smaller and his 

smile grew bigger. 
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crowding together -- and he was not afraid. 

Roger's problems grew distant as he rose 

above them, growing huge in his superiority. 

The surge of power was like ten rejections. 

Look what I can do! 

Tap, and he pressed into himself, the mask 

crumpling out of true. 

"Look what I can do!" he shouted through a 

squeezed-shut mouth, muted by his steel 

womb. "I'm not afraid!" 

And still The Box shrunk smaller, as his power 

inflated. 

A.A. Garrison is a twenty-nine year old man living in the mountains of North Carolina. His short 

stories have appeared in dozens of e-zines, anthologies and journals, as well as the Pseudo-

pod webcast. His horror novel, The End of Jack Cruz, is available from Montag Press. 

He blogs at synchroshock.blogspot.com 
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Smaller. 

Smaller. 

Smaller. 

Smaller. 

It was bliss, until it came time to leave. 

Sealed in his blackness, Roger did not see the 

lights flicker, nor did he see them go out. It 

was only when his air tank went empty and he 

pressed the dead remote control, that he    

realized the power outage. 

by Sarah Keane 

D arkness is all around her. 

She found it hard to breathe. 

Of course it was always hard to breathe for her. Her 

asthma made it a constant struggle. 

Was that it? Was that why she was here? Was this 

what death felt like? 

So many questions but there was no one to answer 

them. Only the darkness could answer now. She’d 

been here for hours. Or was it only minutes? 

There’s another question. Still no answer, for there 

is no time. No clocks, digital or analogue. 

Just her. Floating. Was she really floating? A     

second question. She thought she was walking 

before. But, then she thought, was there a 

ground to walk on? That’s three. She realized 

that she’d only been looking for a way out of the 

darkness. Not thinking of how she’d got here. 

Perhaps she could find some answers. 

She looked down and inspected herself.     

Darkness. 

Bad. This is bad and she knows it. She        

frantically darts her eyes around, looking      

desperately for an escape. For light. 

Her eyes snap open. She’s face down in the 

bed. The darkness is still there. She reaches 

into it and switches on the bedside lamp. Sitting 

up, her blue eyes scan the room calmly. 

The lamp goes out. There is darkness again. A 

p e a c e f u l  d a r k n e s s  t h o u g h ,  a n                       

understood darkness. Beneath it lies a child, 

smiling and drifting back to her now warm 

abyss. 
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She buried her head inside her bag and started to bring out her equip-

ment; camera, mirror, paper, pen, ruler. She arranged them carefully 

around her desk. 

Shapes loomed up at the mottled glass door and then passed through. 

Her classmates stared at her as they came into the room. She could 

feel the weight of their eyes on the back of her neck even after they’d 

found their seats. 

Not that she had any serious competition: a 60-year old woman with a 

white face and grey hair pulled tightly back in a bun – she looked like 

she’d been delivered from a storeroom for librarians. A man in his fifties 

with a brown, tweed jacket and flecks of dandruff on his shoulders. 

The lecture hall was filling up now, the glass door never allowed to fall 

shut. There was time to make a very quick assessment of each as they 

walked in, but Janey C didn’t need any longer. She was the youngest in 

the room by decades. These people weren’t going to be able to hold 

their own on Richard and Judy, they looked like they’d melt under the 

heat of the floor cameras. Where was their style? Janey C didn’t hold 

out much hope for them. They were losers, and a few hours inside a 

classroom wasn’t going to put right what it had taken them a lifetime to 

get so, so wrong. 

It was only the first day of term but obviously some people knew each 

other – chatting about summer holidays, last year’s results, catching up. 

Nobody spoke to Janey C, she sat in her island of silence. 

The door opened again, Janey C looked across to complete her two 

J 
aney arrived early to grab a seat on the front 

row. It meant not only would she have the         

tutor’s eye, but she could also check out the              

competition as they drifted into the lecture hall.  

by Richard Farren Barber 
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second             assessment – another loser, 

who wore a white jacket these days? The 

room fell silent and Mr White Jacket was still 

standing at the front. Her tutor? Janey C 

nearly ran screaming into the corridor, what 

could he teach her? 

Mr White Jacket simply stared. Janey C was 

used to it. The teacher looked away, stared at 

the back of the room so hard it was like he 

was trying to burn a hole through the wall. 

“Good evening. I’m Brian Machu and I’ll be 

taking you through this course for the next ten 

weeks.” He broke off, turned directly to Janey 

C. “Can I just make sure you’re all in the right 

classroom: Writing for publication?” 

Janey C nodded. She was in the right place. 

She didn’t make mistakes. 

“Perhaps it would help if we went around and 

explained what you want to get from this class. 

Could we start with you?” he asked Janey C. 

“I’m going to be famous. Like JK Rowling and 

Katie Price.” She could tell her voice had an 

impact, it always did. Project, project, project, 

her voice coach demanded. She projected, 

right through Brian Machu and into the corridor 

outside. 

“But can I ask, why do you want to write?” 

“I’m going to sell millions of books and appear 

on Oprah and all those strange programmes 

on BBC 4 and – ” 

“Have you written much?” 

“That’s why I’m here – to learn to write,” Janey 

C explained slowly. 

“So... you’re taking this course to sell millions 

of books and appear in magazines and on TV 

chat shows?” 

“Not Lilly Allen’s...” 

“Okay,” Brian Machu said. He looked past her 

to the rest of the class, sitting dumbstruck in 

their tiered rows. It usually happened like this. 

They were in awe of her, she couldn’t help it. 

She tried not to wallow in it but she couldn’t 

deny who she was. 

“Can you give us just a couple of minutes?” 

Brian asked the rest of his class. He gestured 

to the door, “a quick word?” 

Janey C stood up. 

“It might be worth collecting your things,” Brian 

Machu said. 

She paused to gather everything together and 

then followed Brian out of the room. Before the 

door had closed behind them she asked: “Are 

you throwing me out of the class?” 

“It’s not like that...” he paused. “You want to 

write. To be rich and famous?” 

“That’s right.” 

“Have you thought about singing, or acting?” 

“Don’t you want me in your class? Is it about 

the way I look?” Janey C knew how to make 

people uncomfortable. She stared at Brian 

Machu until he looked away from her, back 

towards the door of the classroom. 

“I just don’t think this class is right for you.” 

“I’m going to be famous,” Janey C told him. 

“I’m sure you are,” Brian Machu said. He 

paused. “I...” 

“Yes?” 

He paused again, mouth hanging open and 

Janey C knew he was going to say something 

important. Something that, 10 years from then 

when she was writing her first autobiography, 

she would finish with ‘and that was when I 

knew I was going to be a superstar’. 
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“Yes...” she encouraged him. Nobody ever got 

nowhere by hanging back, not Einstein, not 

Gandhi, not Ginger Spice. 

“Nothing,” he said. He seemed to deflate. 

“Come back in.” 

“Wait,” Janey C said. “You were going to say 

something else?” 

He opened his mouth, closed it, opened it. 

Like a Koi carp. 

“No...” Brian Machu said. “It’s not right.” 

“If you know something you have to tell me. 

It’s your duty as a teacher – don’t you have to 

swear an oath or something? If you think I’m 

gonna be wasting my time in your class then 

tell me where I should be.” 

“Are you sure you haven’t tried singing?” 

“This isn’t the X Factor – I know I can’t sing, 

but I can write,” Janey C said. “So what is it?” 

“It’s not for everyone.” 

“It is for me. I’m not everyone. I can study 

hard, I’ll work, I’ll do whatever I need – ”  

“To become famous?” 

“What’s wrong with that?” 

She could tell the moment she won him over. 

It was the way he sort of sagged – no-one 

could withstand Janey C for that long. That’s 

what it took to be successful – tenacity,      

determination, sheer bloody-mindedness. 

More than talent or skill, it was that drive to 

carry on after everyone had told you to give 

up. And Janey C had it by the bucket load. 

“There is a class...” Brian Machu started. 

“What do they teach?” 

“I don’t know, but they guarantee success. To 

the right pupils.” 

“That’s me.” 

“Yes,” Brian Machu said, “I think it is.” He took 

a pen from his pocket and wrote on a slip of 

paper B003. 

“B003?” 

“It’s in the basement,” he said. 

“What time does the class start?” 

“It’s one to one tuition. Go now... if they’ll take 

you.” 

“They will,” Janey C said. She picked up her 

bag and walked along the off-yellow corridors, 

past classrooms full of empty headed         

nobodies. Such a close escape. She saw 

them through the glass sections in the doors. 

To think, that could have been her too,     

wasting her time, wasting her talent. 

At the main entrance she found the signpost 

directing students to floors 1, 2 and 3. Nothing 

about the basement. The stairs didn’t even go 

down. She looked again at the number 

scrawled on the card. If this was a trick, a 

cheap way to get her out of his class… but no, 

it was a test – only the right students would 

find the room, because only they would try 

hard enough. And Janey C was one of the 

right students. 

“Where’s B003?” she asked the receptionist. 

There was a tiny hesitation, most people 

would have missed it. “Do you mean 203? 

There is no floor B.” 

“Where is the basement? I’m late for my 

class.” 

That pause again, the receptionist taking a 

moment to test what she was going to say. 

“There are no classes held in the basement. 

It’s just the boilers.” 

“Where is the basement?” Janey C asked. 
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“There are no lessons –” 

“Where is the basement?” 

“Someone’s playing a trick on you.” 

“Where is the basement?” 

The receptionist sighed. “It’s... are you sure 

you want to go there?” 

“Where is the basement?” 

“Go outside the building. There’s a small door 

in the far corner of the car park. It’s got a sign 

above it that says ‘deliveries’. The door isn’t 

locked but you might need to give it a good 

push. It isn’t used very often.” As Janey C 

turned away from the receptionist she noticed 

the woman blessing herself. 

She had to walk the edge of the courtyard 

twice - peering into shadows, staring through 

cob-webbed windows. It was only on the third 

circuit that she saw the door – with ‘deliveries’ 

written in arcane writing above the mantle. 

Once she’d seen the door it was difficult to 

imagine how she’d managed to miss it – it was 

like it had just appeared there. 

“Third time’s the charm,” she muttered to   

herself. She walked down the three steps. The 

door might once have been painted but now it 

was just grey and dusty. Webbing hung down 

from the corners in huge swatches. Nobody 

could have crossed that threshold for years. 

Janey C tried the handle, it shivered in her 

palms as she pushed. The whole door     

shuddered but remained closed, tougher than 

it appeared. She tried again, even pressing 

her shoulder against the door but all she got 

was a nose full of dust, grit in her eyes and a 

smudge of dirt on her top. 

It was locked. Not just locked though, it was 

probably nailed shut. 

“I suppose they think it’s funny…” Janey C 

started up the stairs: first the receptionist and 

then Brian Machu – she’d let him know exactly 

what she thought of his joke. 

But what if... She stopped on the middle step 

and turned back. What if it was a test – only 

the persistent, the tenacious, only the worthy 

could get through. She walked back down the 

step. In another ten minutes she’d managed to 

prise the door open. 

A blast of hot air rushed over Janey C’s 

cheeks, curling her eyebrows. It tasted of 

metal and fire. The boilers – Janey C thought, 

in a building this old they probably lost all the 

heat they generated. 

Inside she could just make out shapes; the 

edges of walls, a bracket attached to the    

ceiling that might hold a light bulb. There was 

a dim light in the corridor, orange tinged with 

blue. 

Janey C walked into the gloom – her fear   

restrained by her conviction that this was a 

test, a way to find only those who were      

desperate to succeed. As she walked through 

the corridor she could smell dust, fire, sulphur 

and damp. By the time she got to the end of 

the first corridor she was sick from all the   

different smells, her stomach heaving –    

wanting to be sick but she wouldn’t let it. She 

turned the corner – didn‘t even look behind 

her, going back wasn’t an option. 

The second corridor ran off to the right. 

Brighter than the first and maybe it had been 

abandoned more recently – perhaps within the 

last five years. After a few steps Janey C 

came across the first door – she tried the   

handle but wasn’t surprised to find it locked. 

They all were… the row of closed doors with 

empty brackets where the nameplates should 

be. 

The corridor seemed to be leading her away 

from the main building. Was it her imagination 

or did the floor slope gently down?. The     
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corridor twisted and turned but never offered 

her an alternative route – just lines of locked 

doors. She tried them all, patiently pushing 

down on the handles, never surprised when 

they didn’t open. Just trudging down corridor 

after corridor, doggedly searching for the right 

room. Her own private hell. 

Until she turned a corner and the corridor 

stopped – a doorway framed the aisle. She 

didn’t even need to look above the threshold 

to the plaque which read B003 to know she’d 

arrived. 

Janey C paused outside the door. She wanted 

to make sure she absorbed every detail     

because she knew that in the years to come 

she was going to be describing this door, and 

the room beyond it, again and again and again 

and again. 

Only when she was truly ready did she raise 

her hand to the door, ready to knock. No, she 

was Janey C, and Janey C didn’t knock 

meekly for entry. She stretched out her hand 

and pushed the door open. 

“Hello, Jane Carruthers.” The man was sitting 

behind a desk. 

“How do you...?” Janey C trailed off. “It’s 

Janey C. no-one calls me Jane, not even my 

Mum,” she said. 

The man shrugged. 

She looked around the room – seeing the man 

in his Armani suit, but taking in the rest of his 

lair too. Looking at the pictures on the wall of 

the man shaking hands with a panoply of   

famous people. Janey C recognised them all: 

a couple of Prime Ministers, American     

Presidents, Kirk from that rock band… and 

Julianne Smiythe from breakfast TV. 

“These all yours?” She asked, moving closer. 

She walked along the gallery, devouring in the 

pictures. She hadn’t even realised that       

politicians had agents and now she felt       

irritated at her naiveté. It wasn’t just presidents 

he represented though, Janey C saw Elvis 

Presley, Jim Morrison. As she walked the wall 

the photographs became older – grainy and 

indistinct but she could still make out Charlie 

Chaplin and Louise Brooks. At the very end 

was a man she recognised from school      

textbooks, it took Janey C a moment to name 

him: Shakespeare. 

She walked back along the gallery. “You’ve 

got an impressive collection, does your firm 

represent all of these?” 

“I do,” the man said. His voice was soft, quiet. 

Back up towards modern times – Marilyn  

Monroe and James Dean. She stopped in 

front of the picture of herself: Janey C shaking 

hands with the man in the chair, the         

background flecked with the flashbulbs of a 

thousand paparazzi. 

She turned around to face the man. “Who are 

you?” 

The pause before he answered seemed to 

stretch into eternity. “I am Belial.” 

Janey C read the magazines, she knew most 

of the players in the business, the agents, the 

scouts. She didn’t recognise the name. “Are 

you famous?” 

Belial smiled, revealing a row of bleach white 

teeth, each one filed to a sharp point. “I have 

my fans.” 

She looked back at her photograph, wanted to 

reach out and touch it. “How did you get this?” 

Janey C stepped away from the wall and took 

the seat in front of Belial’s desk. There was a 

single sheet of paper resting on the blotter in 

front of him. It hadn’t been there when she 

entered the room. Belial rolled a silver fountain 

pen between the tips of his fingers as if it was 

a cigar. She looked into Belial’s face, as if she 
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hadn’t even noticed the paper resting between 

them. 

“You want it?” he asked. 

Janey C looked across at her photograph. She 

didn’t say anything. In negotiations silence 

was power, the person who spoke first was 

the loser. She carried on looking at the      

photograph, seeing the image made her want 

to scream with frustration, with lust. Of course 

she wanted it, but she couldn’t let him see 

that. 

“I can get it for you,” he whispered. 

He pushed the paper towards her. “Standard 

contract – 20% of your gross earnings and 

your immortal soul.” 

Janey C looked at the paper. One page of 

tight print with a large space at the bottom 

aching for her signature. Belial was even  

holding out the pen towards her. 

“20%?” 

Belial smiled. A slim, pink tongue slipped out 

between razor teeth, wetting his lips. 

Janey C took the pen from Belial’s fingers and 

began to mark on the sheet – adding words, 

removing clauses. 

“What are you doing?” 

“Changing it – the whole of section 8 needed 

removing and section 10 says nothing about 

new media rights.” 

“You can’t...” But Belial’s voice was small and 

strangled. Janey C paid him no attention. 

Once she reached the end of the sheet she 

put the pen down and read the whole thing 

before flourishing it with the signature she had 

practised in the back of maths books for the 

last 8 years. 

“Much better.” She pushed it back to Belial 

and held the silver pen towards him. “I’ve left 

some space at the bottom for you to sign as 

well.” 

“I could make you huge,” he said. 

“I will be huge,” Janey C said. “Whether it’s 

you or Jimmy Twofingers or Helena        

Steadman. You just found me before the    

others. This is going to be the easiest 10% 

you’ve ever made.” 

Belial stopped reading. “I can’t do this, it 

needs to be agreed.” 

Janey C picked up her bag. Inside she was 

screaming: This is what you want. This is   

everything you want. All the photographs 

along the wall had changed – now each frame 

showed an image of Janey C: here she was 

with Oprah and in this one she was kneeling in 

front of Grauman’s Chinese theatre pressing 

her handprint into wet cement. 

“Where are you going?”  

“I’m going to be a megastar. Bigger than 

Madonna, bigger than the Beatles, bigger 

than... God.” 

“Bigger than God,” Belial repeated, his tongue 

tasting the words. “Stop, what if I can...” 

Janey C pulled open the door, hoping he didn’t 

see the way her hand shook. 

“15%, I can’t go any lower than that.” 

“This contract is binding,” Janey C asked.  

“I’m going to be a megastar. Bigger than Madonna, 

bigger than the Beatles, bigger than... God.” 
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“With your manager? I’m not wasting my time.” 

“This is my contract,” Belial said and Janey C 

knew she’d found a weak spot. 

“15%,” she agreed. She walked back to the 

desk and sat down in the chair. “Do you want 

to make the change or shall I?.” 

Belial quickly scratched the paper and then 

signed his own name beneath Janey C’s. 

“Done?” she asked. 

“Done.” Belial nodded. He smiled. “I thought 

you were going to change it.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“The immortal soul bit? Too obvious, I knew it 

would be the first place you’d check.” 

His eyes flashed, changed from blue to red to 

yellow. He looked down at the paper and   

began to read. Janey C knew when he’d 

reached section 7 – he jerked his head up and 

looked at her. 

“My soul?” he screeched. “My soul in           

exchange for yours?” 

Janey C smiled. “I knew I’d be a successful 

writer.” 

“I knew I’d be a ... 

... successful writer.” 
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Given my reputation, my old pals in the cell block would laugh if they 

knew that Raymond Frost, alias “Freeze Ray”, hates the cold, but it’s 

the truth. It makes it worse that there is warm summer weather back 

home, but southern Chile has snow on the ground. I think it should be 

warm in July, even if I know the seasons are different in the Southern 

Hemisphere. 

It’s dark tonight, but I can make out the action well enough. The       

Patriotic Citizen delivers a hard kick to Der Panzer’s neck. Panzer may 

have steel-hard skin, but you can see he felt it. Frau Gestapo tries to 

use her electric lasso on the Citizen, but his enhanced reflexes allow 

him to dodge just in time, and Gestapo’s lasso flies past him to trip up 

our super-fast comrade Macht Schnell, who hits the ground of the snow

-covered hill hard at the speed of sound. 

Watching The Patriotic Citizen fight is a treat. When my face was on the 

receiving end of his punches, I wasn’t so admiring of his fighting skills, 

but we’re both a long way from home and I’m feeling sentimental. I  

almost don’t recognize him. He has a beard now, and his clothes look 

like they were bought at a department store, a big contrast to the dark 

grey military uniforms we’re wearing. But even at this distance, I can 

see that he still has the good looks and muscles that inspired us during 

the war. He’s not wearing his costume, with the bold red, white, and 

blue. It doesn’t seem right, fighting America’s greatest superhero in his 

street clothes, without the costume, but it’s appropriate, since the   

country the costume represents no longer exists. 

Der Panzer takes a lot of hits, and the seven-foot giant is starting to 

I 
’m watching the fight at a comfortable distance, 

but I’m cold. The German military-issue coat I’m 

wearing doesn’t provide as much warmth as my 

old costume, and I hate cold weather.  

by Reed Beebe 
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stumble. Citizen quickly turns to deliver a 

punch to Frau Gestapo’s rib cage. I wonder if 

the Citizen’s sense of chivalry is hurt, having 

to hit a woman. She falls to the ground, and 

Citizen wastes no time turning his attention to 

Macht Schnell, jumping on the fastest man in 

the world before he has a chance to get up 

from the ground. I don’t feel any sympathy for 

Panzer, Gestapo or Schnell. I’m here to save 

my own neck, and if that means I have to  

partner with the Reich’s super-soldiers, so be 

it, but I don’t like them, and they don’t like me.  

I was smart to keep my distance. The Patriotic 

Citizen was America’s best. He put me and a 

lot of other criminals in jail back in the        

Thirties. And when the war started, even us 

crooks were thankful that the superheroes 

were around to help fight it. Working with other 

superheroes, The Patriotic Citizen was wiping 

the floor with the Japs and Nazis, and things 

looked good for the Allies. But when Germany 

dropped its atomic bombs on Moscow and 

New York in ‘43, the superheroes couldn’t do 

anything to save us. The war was over. And 

the heroes ran. 

Citizen springs up from Macht Schnell, who 

won’t be getting up any time soon. Frau     

Gestapo is almost up from the ground, but his 

kick to her face is a knockout. She is out of the 

fight, too. I start to wonder if Der Panzer will 

be able to handle this alone. Despite their 

menacing code-names, maybe Dr. Mengele’s 

super-soldiers aren’t as tough as Goebbels 

would have everyone believe. 

Citizen has been running for a while now. The 

war ended almost a decade ago, but the Reich 

wants every superhero that fought for the   

Allies dead or in a prison camp. A lot of the 

heroes ran to South America after the        

surrender. The German military administration 

that runs North America let me and a couple of 

other bad apples out of jail on the condition 

that we help hunt down the heroes. It beat 

rotting in prison. I took the deal and got 

teamed with these super-Nazis. Three weeks 

ago, we got a good lead on the whereabouts 

of America’s greatest hero. 

Der Panzer falls to the ground, defeated by 

Citizen’s hard fists. It’s up to me. I aim the 

gun. The beam it fires freezes the molecules 

in the air around my target, and the lower half 

of Citizen’s body is encased in ice. Citizen is 

out of the fight. I light a cigarette, both to 

steady my nerves and also because I’m not 

eager for what comes next. 

As I approach him, I can see he is shivering, 

his faster-than-normal metabolism trying to 

fight off the effects of the cold.  Any other   

person would be dead already. 

“R… Raymond… Frost… Freeze Ray.”  He 

recognizes me. I take pride in that, but it 

makes what I have to do all the harder. 

“I’m flattered you remember me, Citizen. It’s 

been a while.” 

“Y... you’ve put on w…weight,” he                 

retorts. “Y… you’re w…working for Hitler 

now?” 

“Don’t judge, Citizen.  You heroes just up and 

left everybody to fend for ourselves. I did what 

I had to do.” 

From the look on Citizen's face, I struck a 

I was smart to keep my distance. The Patriotic Citizen 

was America’s best.  
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nerve about the heroes running. 

“W…we planned to come back.  N… never got 

the chance to get…organized.  But… I won’t 

stop fighting.  N…never.” 

“I know.  For what it’s worth, you gave them a 

good chase.  And I want you to know, that of 

all of the heroes… you were the best.” My 

voice chokes as I say the words, and I'm    

surprised at the emotion that I'm feeling. 

I hold up my cigarette pack to offer a final 
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retired to a quiet Kansas City, Missouri neighbourhood to write fiction and poetry. His stories 

had been published in  The Were-traveller, Schlock!  and Inner Sins. 
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taste of rare American tobacco. He shakes his 

head, a wholesome hero to the end. 

I put the cigarette pack back into my coat 

pocket. I aim the gun at his head. 

“You were the best,” I say as I close my eyes. 

I fire the gun, and as the fluid in The Patriotic 

Citizen’s brain freezes, so do the tears on his 

cheeks. 

xkcd by Randall Munroe 
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Ken watched his wife from the suffocating  

confines of the hospital bed. The IV stand  

partially obscured his view of her. 

"It'll be all right," he lied through the clear  

plastic oxygen mask. "Don't worry about me" a 

faint smile creased his pale face. "After all this 

time, after all these treatments, I think I'm   

finally getting used to it." A dry chuckle was 

accompanied by a painful deep cough. 

Erin tossed the damp tissue into a nearby 

trashcan. 

"Be quiet," she consoled in her best bedside 

manner. "Try not to talk. You must conserve 

your strength." 

Kevin sighed. The cancer was not only    

draining his life, it was pulling him away from 

that which he loved the most: Erin. 

"I know. I know, but before I die there’s one 

thing I want you to do for me." 

Erin leaned in close and planted a kiss on his 

forehead. 

"Anything. Anything at all." 

"I want you to promise me…I...want..." 

"Ken! What's the matter? Kennnnnn!" 

*** 

The funeral was a small private affair with only 

close friends and family. 

Erin splashed cool water in her face and 

dabbed it dry. She gazed at her reflection in 

the mirror and saw a young woman scarred by 

tragedy who would now have to face the world 

by herself. The past two days she'd heard I'm 

so sorry and How are you holding 

up?  enough times to last her a lifetime. 

Her best friend Trina stepped into the       

bathroom. She sauntered up to Erin and gave 

her a hug. 

"How are you doing, Honey?" 

Anyone else asking would have annoyed Erin. 

"I'm okay, I suppose." She felt a rush of tears 

building up again. 

"I know. I know. It's hard. When I lost my    

father to cancer I didn't know what I would do. 

But eventually time will heal. You'll see." 

"Thanks," she mumbled to her friend. "Thanks. 

E 
rin reached for a box of 

tissues, and taking one 

out, wiped the tears from 

her face. 
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I really appreciate it." 

"Erin, what were Ken's last words?" 

The suddenness of the question caught Erin 

off guard. Again, if it had been anyone else 

asking she probably would have hit them in 

the face right then and there. 

"I…I don't remember exactly." She thought 

hard of that terrible moment in the hospital. 

"Something about me promising him       

something." 

"Promising him what?" 

Erin felt the wall between her self-control and 

the unbridled emotions of her love for Ken 

come crashing down. She started to cry. 

Trina hugged her close. 

"It'll be all right. Just let it out." 

Erin's mother came up behind her. She too 

had lost her husband when Erin's father had 

passed away from cancer years earlier. And 

even though she had a cool relationship with 

her daughter, she still did her best to console 

her. She put her arms around her little girl. 

Erin, sandwiched between her best friend and 

her mother, regained her composure. 

"I'm okay," she said with a forced smile. "It's 

just that I never got to hear what he wanted 

me to promise him. If only I could know what 

he wanted." Her attention suddenly shifted 

back to Trina. "Why did you ask that?" 

Trina seemed uncomfortable. 

"Oh, it's nothing. I was just curious." 

"Curious? My husband is dead and you’re  

curious?" She felt her blood pressure rise. 

Trina backed away. "I'll be right back," she 

muttered quietly and walked out of the room. 

Erin turned to her mother. "Why would she ask 

something like that?" 

"I don't know, but for Ken's sake, let it go." 

As her mother walked away, Erin felt an     

uneasy feeling begin to eat away at her. It was 

incessant and refused to go away, even after 

she finally left the funeral parlour and went 

home. 

*** 

Trina's face floated in her dreams. Her red lips 

mouthed words but no sound came out. Only 

a chilled chasm drifted from her mouth, void 

and as empty and cold as outer space. 

And then Trina's eyes began to change. They 

became red. The pupils stretched to form   

elliptical windows to a dark soul. The skin   

beneath the eyes formed unnatural rolls    

similar in consistency to melting dough. And 

the mouth elongated both vertically and     

horizontally until it engulfed the nose, the ears, 

and most of the face. Tiny pale tentacles 

sprouted around the opening then, and 

squirmed with life. 

What were Ken's last words? 

Erin jerked awake in her bed, screaming. It 

was just after 1 a.m. Her mother rushed into 

the room. 

"Are you okay, Honey? I heard you cry out 

something about last words." She looked Erin 

And then Trina's eyes began to change. They became red. The 

pupils stretched to form elliptical windows to a dark soul.  
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in the face, holding her head in her hands. "I 

thought we were gonna forget about that." 

Erin wanted to pull away but resisted the urge. 

"I'm all right, Mom. It was just a bad dream." 

"There, there, Honey. Now try to get some 

sleep." 

Erin nodded and lay back down in bed, and 

when darkness once again took over the   

bedroom she began to think. 

How well did she really know Trina? And what 

about her strange interest in Ken's final      

minute? And the frightening dream she had 

about her? And the way she seemed nervous 

at the funeral? It all had to add up to       

something. 

The hushed murmurs pulled Erin away from 

any chance at sleep. Her eyes popped open, 

and despite seeing only darkness, scanned 

her surroundings. 

"She's asking questions. You should've kept 

your mouth shut." Silence. "I know, I know, 

but…we’re too close now to back out." More 

silence. "The time will be soon." 

Erin fell back into her bed. Suddenly her entire 

world, what was left of it after Ken's death, 

spun upside down. Her own mother? And who 

was she talking with? Trina? 

Her options were few and difficult. She could 

either stay in bed and try to fall back to sleep 

or get up and confront her mother. Either way 

felt like a bad idea. 

After trying the former and failing, Erin decided 

to talk with her mother. She crawled out of bed 

and stumbled through the room, trying to 

reach the door without hurting herself. Her 

mind raced with a mixed bag of emotions 

ranging from crushing grief for Ken to numbing 

fear about what she'd heard. They had to be 

connected somehow. Of that much she was 

certain. 

Peeking around the corner, Erin spied her 

mother sitting quietly in the kitchen. She    

wasn't moving. A small bowl sat on the table in 

front of her. 

A creak echoed in the room when Erin 

stepped on a loose plank of hardwood floor, 

causing her to grimace. She didn't know why 

she was so worried about being heard; she 

wanted to talk to her mother. 

With each step she took, Erin felt a damp chill 

wash over her. It seemed the closer she got to 

her mother, the colder it got. Her gaze diverted 

between her mother's back and the bowl on 

the table. Once, she thought she saw      

something inside it move, a sinewy, fluid 

movement not unlike a snake gliding through 

water. But she summed it up as her         

imagination. 

"Hello Erin," her mother said calmly. She didn't 

turn around. "I knew you wouldn't stay in bed." 

Erin brushed back strands of sweaty hair from 

her face. She approached her mother. She 

decided to confront her right off the bat. 

"Who were you talking to?" 

"Just a friend." 

Once, she thought she saw something inside it move, 

a sinewy, fluid movement not unlike a snake gliding 

through water.  
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"I overheard you. You said something about 

not having…" 

"Much time left. Yes, I know." 

Erin took a cautious step forward. Suddenly 

she was afraid of her own mother. 

"What's going on, Mom?" 

Her mother bent forward over the bowl on the 

table. With one disgusting slurp, she sucked 

the contents up into her mouth. 

"Oh my God!" Erin cried. She had instinctively 

snatched a steak knife from the knife rack, and 

was holding it out in front of her. 

Her mother straightened back up in her chair. 

She shuddered briefly, her head shaking with 

small but violent convulsions. She turned to 

face Erin, showing the tentacles writhing on 

the lower part of her jaw. 

But Erin stood her ground. Her own courage 

surprised her, partially fuelled by the knife in 

her hand. After all, the thing before her was 

her mother. 

"What are you?" 

"I am one of many, Erin. We came here long 

ago from beyond the cosmos." Two of the lar-

ger feelers on her face stretched out toward 

Erin. "So far we have supplanted nearly 80% 

of this planet's female population. It is taking 

many of your centuries to do so, but we have 

been persistent if nothing else." 

"I'll call the police," Erin warned. "And…and 

I'm armed." She waved the knife to emphasize 

her point. 

Her mother stood up. A light aroma of flowers 

and rotten meat drifted from her body. 

"Don't be afraid, Erin. Once we own the     

gender we will implement a gentle            

domination." She stepped forward into better 

light, and Erin could see the cruel hunger on 

her mother's face. 

"You're not human?" Just hearing herself say 

the words would have sounded comical if it 

weren’t for the thing standing before her. 

"No, I'm not. You'd be surprised how many 

people you think you know aren’t human    

either." 

"Trina?" 

"Yes, and many others." The thing that had 

been Erin's mother began to walk around the 

kitchen. A sickening cracking sound           

accompanied every movement it made."We 

have been using our main weapon against the 

male of your species with great success. You 

refer to it as cancer, we prefer to think of it as 

a type of mercy. Really, if you think about it, it 

is a preferable way to die than some violent 

and bloody end." 

Despite the situation, Erin felt her curiosity 

grow. 

"But why? And what about all the females who 

get cancer? If males are the only ones you 

want to kill, what about the women?" 

Her mother waved a hand across her eyes, 

She shuddered briefly, her head shaking with small but 

violent convulsions. She turned to face Erin, showing 

the tentacles writhing on the lower part of her jaw. 
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smoothly peeling away the flesh-colored lids. 

A pair of elliptical, blood red orbs gazed     

outward. There were no pupils evident. 

"Even after all this time, we still haven't      

perfected our methods completely. Like I used 

to tell you when you were a little girl:          

Everybody makes mistakes. Learn from 

them." She walked over to the window above 

the sink. It was pitch dark outside. "Your    

husband," she continued, "was beginning to 

suspect us. He knew something was          

happening, but couldn't prove it. All he had 

was hunches and ideas." She looked out into 

the stillness of the night. "We didn't want to, 

but had no choice. 

"You killed him! You monsters killed my     

husband!" 

"I'm afraid so. But don't worry too much, I saw 

to it personally that he passed with dignity. I 

alleviated most of his pain during his final 

hours. Surely he is now residing in the afterlife 

you humans believe in." 

She felt as if she were going to pass out. Her 

entire world had shattered right before her 

eyes. First, her husband died. And then she 

discovered her mother and best friend are 

really aliens, as were most of the women in 

the world. It was too much to process. Too 

many shocks to the system. 

"I know, you're overwhelmed. But rest        

assured, no harm will come to you. I've grown 

to like you over the years, even after I        

disposed of your father and mother." 
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"Like me?! You liked me?!" Erin cried. Then 

the remainder of the thing’s words sunk in. 

"And you killed my parents?! You’re a        

murderer!" Erin tried to rush at the creature 

but was only able to move half a step before 

she fell to the floor. 

"Behave, or I’ll be forced to relinquish your 

favourable status as my pet." 

Sobbing, Erin felt like using the knife on     

herself. She could end the nightmare quickly 

and be with Ken once more. 

Her mother stepped over to where she was 

sprawled out on the floor. 

"I'm sorry, but I won't allow it." She kicked the 

knife away. "I need all my pets to be healthy." 

Erin was helpless. She couldn't move. She 

couldn't think straight. She was a pet. 

"Ken? Ken…the promise. Ken?" 

"Oh yes, the promise. I would speculate that 

he wanted you to promise him that you would 

find out the truth. He suspected many things, 

but died before he could prove any of them. 

When his final moments came he apparently 

summoned up the courage to say something." 

She leaned in even closer, the tentacles on 

her face brushing against Erin's cheek. "But 

no matter, there's nothing you could've done 

about it anyway." Her red eyes flared with evil. 

"Nothing at all." 
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Idealized skin tones, hair parted in a clean 

unbroken line, a real tribute to mortuary     

aesthetics. Fred’s girlfriend leaned over his 

coffin and studied the undertaker’s work, then 

looked me over a little too carefully for      

comfort. 

“Uncanny.” Emily Dora had used that very 

same word when she first saw the two of us 

together. “You look exactly like him, Johnny.” 

But Fred had something that made her like 

him more. Charm, charisma, animal          

magnetism, whatever it was, he still had it, 

even in death. 

Emily leaned over Fred’s coffin a second time. 

She planted a delicate kiss on his forehead. 

She whispered secrets in his ear. I stepped 

back to give them privacy, and to get a better 

look at her from behind. Maybe no one would 

notice. Maybe no one would say anything if 

they did. I was mourning after all, coping with 

loss by ogling my dead brother’s girlfriend. 

She’d been Fred’s perfect woman, dark hair, 

alabaster skin, knock out figure, and an      

astonishing lack of judgment. I liked her too. 

Emily’s tears splotched the foundation layered 

on Fred’s face. Pallid tones of death peaked 

through, destroying the illusion of repose. I 

comforted Emily with funeral clichés borrowed 

from sympathy cards—a Hallmark list of     

sentiments I didn’t feel. Fred wasn’t a nice 

guy. I knew that because I was his twin 

brother. Emily should have known it too. 

“You’re holding up well,” she told me. 

 I tried to look miserable, hoping she might 

comfort me. Instead, she kissed her fingertips 

and pressed them on Fred’s lips. They came 

away stained with undertaker’s lipstick. 

“Damn!” Emily dabbed at Fred’s smudged 

mouth with a tissue. She smeared his lips into 

a wry grin, bordering on a snarl. 

“Better quit while you’re ahead.” I took her 

hand and tried to lead her away from the    

coffin. No way. She was anchored to the floor. 

“He’s not gone,” Emily said. “I feel it.” 

“I feel it too.” 

“Really, John?” 

y twin brother looked 

good in his knock off   

Armani suit.  
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“They say identical twins share a common 

soul, stretched between us like an elastic 

band.” 

“Who takes possession when one of you 

dies?” 

“Good question.” So far the link between Fred 

and me was still in tact. Maybe when they  

covered him with dirt . . . 

“Fred and I have a special connection too.” 

Emily pulled my brother’s iPhone out of her 

purse. She rifled through his files deciding 

which ones to keep and which ones to delete. 

Fred’s pictures made it clear, he had a special 

connection with a lot of pretty girls. Emily sent 

those to the trash with a flourish of her fingers 

and a silent expletive. 

“What’s this?” she showed me an icon on his 

home screen, a clockwise spiral with a black 

disc in the centre. 

“No idea.” I wouldn’t know an application from 

a rollover minute. That’s one of the many   

differences between Fred and me. He was a 

technophile and I can barely operate my    

television remote. 

Emily started to touch the icon but hesitated. 

“Maybe it’s something I shouldn’t see.”   

Knowing Fred, it probably was. She tucked the 

telephone underneath his right elbow. “I put in 

a brand new lithium battery.” 

“Probably lots of cell towers where he’s going.” 

That got a smile. Did Emily appreciate my 

cynicism, or did she just not get it? 

We took a seat in the front row of the visitation 

room, and nodded at Fred’s acquaintances as 

they came by to gawk at the body. Three of 

his friends stopped in front of the coffin and 

argued about the cause of death. 

Good luck with that. The Medical Examiner 

still had no idea. Emily thought Fred had    

wilfully dispatched his spirit to the afterlife. 

Maybe she was right. No drugs in his system. 

No marks on his body. 

“Where is he John?” she asked. “Do you 

know?” 

The three young men at the coffin turned to 

hear my answer. I knew two of them, Spencer 

Harrison, a notorious computer hacker, and 

Michael Navotony, a serious dabbler in the 

occult. Their eyes met mine for just a moment, 

then they looked back at Fred. Twins in the 

same room are creepy. Especially if one of 

them is dead. 

 “He’s in a better place,” I told them all. “That’s 

all I know.”  Before long he’d be in Riverside 

Gardens Cemetery buried beside our parents. 

Then there’d just be one of us. 

Emily took her cell phone out. Her fingers 

danced over the virtual keyboard. 

She showed me her text message. GBY 

BABY CU SOON. 

“Is that a suicide note?” 

“Haven’t decided yet.” 

“Don’t do anything unless he texts you back.” 

She glared at me for twenty seconds, then 

cracked another smile. “I guess that’s funny.” 

But she didn’t laugh. 

Time to move the coffin to the hearse. 

Their eyes met mine for just a moment, then they looked back 

at Fred. Twins in the same room are creepy.  
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Spencer Harrison, Michael Navotony, and I 

took one side of the box and three men I didn’t 

know took the other. 

Heavy! Even if he is my brother. 

It wouldn’t do to drop the body. It wouldn’t do 

at all.  Soft vibrations, like a cat purring,   

penetrated the sides of Fred’s coffin. Emily 

must have set his phone on vibrate. Who 

could be calling him now? 

*** 

I donated Fred’s books to the public library. 

His music went to friends. AMVETS got     

everything else—almost. The items in the 

deepest recesses of his bedroom closet were 

for my eyes only. Family secrets, and I was 

the last member of the family. Any weirdness 

Fred left behind would naturally fall onto me. 

Fred and I had forty-six chromosomes in   

common. We were physically                      

indistinguishable, except for the upside-down 

five-pointed star tattooed on his left buttock. 

We were both good at math. We both had a 

serious thing for Emily Dora. But the          

similarities ended there. Fred had a forbidden 

zone in his brain I couldn’t enter. His computer 

pals would say it was protected. 

I flicked the light switch beside the closet 

door.  Appropriately dead. 

Fred owned a dozen sadomasochistic porn 

DVD’s arranged in alphabetical order in a 

wooden strawberry crate. Well-worn copies of 

Nu West’s International Discipline Review lay 

scattered on the floor mixed up with           

photographs of hogtied women wearing      

tear-streaked makeup and ecstatic facial    

expressions. A small, heavily lacquered 

wooden box contained a single leather glove 

with metal studs on its palm. It fit me perfectly. 

Had Emily felt the power of that glove? I tried 

to think of something else. 

I put Fred’s dirty secrets into an industrial 

strength trash bag. I’d toss it into a dumpster 

at a construction site later on. 

There were other items inside Fred’s closet I 

couldn’t figure out: a flint knapped stiletto with 

brown stains on its edges, a necklace of finger 

bones, a cobalt blue, glass-stoppered bottle 

labelled tears. I was glad I didn’t get it. These 

things went into another trash bag. I felt guilty 

about the stiletto. Maybe it belonged in a    

museum. 

Shortly after I purged my house of Fred, the 

phone rang. I didn’t recognize the number on 

caller ID, but I knew the name—Dora, E. Dora 

the Explorer. I let it ring five times. The extent 

of my resistance. 

“Billy Cassidy is dead,” Emily said as soon as I 

picked up. 

“Hello?” 

“I got a call from his mother this morning.” 

“Emily?” 

“Just like Fred. No marks. No drugs. No cause 

of death.” 

“Well . . .” 

“I’m going to his funeral. Will you go with me, 

John?” 

“I guess.” 

“One P.M. Where Fred’s service was held. 

Meet me there.” 

“Sure.” 

I flexed my fingers remembering the feel of 

Fred’s studded glove. No wonder my tongue 

was tied in knots. 

*** 

I stood in front of the Funeral home for fifteen 
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minutes before Emily arrived. She wore an   

off-white silk blouse, a black pleated mini skirt 

and four inch heals—hot funeral fashions from 

Ann Taylor. Death where is thy sting? 

Every visitation room was occupied. The 

crowd inside the mortuary looked like patrons 

of a singles bar. There were some haggard 

looking parents, some grandparents as well, 

but the vast majority of visitors were years 

away from thirty. 

A solemn funeral-wrangler ushered the      

bereaved to the appropriate viewing rooms. I 

didn’t like it one little bit when he called my 

name. 

“Sorry for your loss.” He gave me baleful look 

suitable for a Prozac commercial. “The       

director asked me to send you his way.” 

It was a safe bet, he didn’t mean Quentin   

Tarrantino. 

A large walnut desk dominated the funeral 

director’s office. A matching pair of ceramic 

tissue boxes sat on its top within easy reach of 

two beige upholstered client chairs. The room 

was well lit and decorated in earth tones.   

Everything about the place suggested warmth, 

sympathy, and death. 

Emily and I sat in the client chairs and waited. 

This was where stunned survivors sorted 

through coffin catalogues. Hermetic seals, 

titanium supports, optional nitrogen            

atmospheres, whatever the grief stricken heart 

desires—no pressure. 

We both jumped when a voice called out from 

a solid oak-panelled closet door behind the 

director’s desk. “Don’t be afraid.” 

The door creaked faintly as it opened a      

precise two inches.  A hand reached through 

the opening and made a waving gesture. The 

pinkie ring was a nice touch. 

“My name is Martin Hughes.” The hand      

provided animation for the voice in the closet. 

Not quite a puppet show, but close. “Hope 

you’ll forgive the eccentricity.” 

It was the twin thing, Martin Hughes explained. 

He’d done the preparations on Fred. “Personal 

procedures you don’t want to know about. 

Can’t look into the live twin’s eyes after that.” 

I turned to see Emily’s reaction. She looked 

away. It seemed no one wanted to look into 

the live twin’s eyes. 

The director’s hand snaked out several inches 

and pointed at his desk. “I got that e-mail the 

day after Fred’s funeral. I thought you should 

know.” 

The single sheet of paper was the only    

blemish on the pristine desktop. I glanced at it 

then handed it to Emily—the gentlemanly thing 

to do. 

A graphic occupied the upper quarter of the 

page. A clockwise spiral with a solid black disc 

in its center. I’d seen that image somewhere. 

The e-mail text was simple. GET READY. 

HERE THEY COME. Followed by ten names. 

“The first seven people on that list are dead,” 

the funeral director told us. “Five of them are 

in the visitation rooms. Two more are     

scheduled for tomorrow. The others, I don’t 

know about.” 

Emily gasped. She tossed the paper aside and 

ran from the room. I tried to follow, but she 

slammed the door in my face. I saw why she’d 

bolted when I examined the e-mail. The last 

three names on the list were: Spencer       

Harrison, Fred’s computer savvy friend;      

Michael Navotony, his spooky buddy; and 

Emily Dora, the girl he’d left behind. 

*** 

The four of us met in my kitchen. Emily’s idea. 
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Fred’s old pals couldn’t throw me out of my 

own house, no matter how much they might 

want to. 

Michael Navotony wouldn’t shake my hand. 

“Nothing personal.” He removed a silver      

crucifix from a side pocket and kissed Jesus. 

With Spencer Harrison it was definitely       

personal. He showed a text message first to 

Michael, then to Emily, and finally to me. It 

said, “LOSE THE BROTHER.” Allegedly sent 

from Fred’s cell phone. Spencer was all for it. 

Emily said I was OK. That was almost good 

enough for Michael, but Spencer didn’t buy it 

for a second. Who could blame him? He was 

next on the funeral director’s death list. GET 

READY. HERE THEY COME. 

When the mysterious clockwise spiral took up 

residence on his home screen, Spencer 

trashed his cell phone. It hadn’t helped. “New 

phone, new service, new number, but the 

devil’s icon followed me all the way.” It was on 

his computer desktop too. “Just a matter of 

time until I open it accidentally.” 

“Why don’t you stop using a cell phone?” I 

asked. “Disconnect your computer from the 

Internet.” 

He looked at me like I’d lost my mind. Surfing 

the web was like breathing to Spencer        

Harrison. He spent most of every day joyriding 

down the information super highway. “Would 

you tell Neil Armstrong not to take a giant step 

for mankind?” Spencer struck a GQ pose that 

didn’t match his ragged jeans and Harley 

Davidson T shirt. 

Spencer Harrison was one of the famous but 

anonymous cyber-vandals who lurk in the 

shadows of the Internet. His viruses struck 

fear into the hearts of Windows users         

everywhere. His worms had crashed the    

Estonian economy. His spyware stole the   

results of the next three Iranian presidential 

elections. If Spencer didn’t understand Fred’s 

application, no one else stood a chance. 

“Do you have to understand an application to 

destroy it?” I asked. Funny how an Internet 

warrior like Spencer hadn’t considered going 

on the offensive. 

“Damn!” I took his expletive as a complement. 

Was that grudging respect I detected in his 

eyes? 

“Not a bad idea for a computer illiterate       

ignoramus.” 

Not respect, but the grudging part was right 

on. 

“A non-resident cavity virus is just the ticket.” 

Spencer cleared a space on my kitchen table. 

He opened his laptop and set about construct-

ing the virtual equivalent of an atom bomb. 

He talked to himself while he worked,       

punctuating his techno-soliloquy with geek-

laughs and staccato keystrokes. He hummed 

The Devil Came Down from Georgia as he 

made the final adjustments. He moved his 

cursor onto the black centre of Fred’s mystery 

icon, turned to me and said, “Take that, you 

S.O.B.” 

Michael Navotony and Emily had their eyes on 

the computer screen, so I was the only one 

who saw Spencer Harrison die. 

First, his self-satisfied smile flattened out. The 

mean look in his eyes went blank. I think he 

burped, but it could have been his last words 

racing to get out. 

Emily asked if anyone wanted to try CPR, but 

got no takers. 

Michael pulled out his cell phone and called 

911. “The ambulance is on its way,” he said, 

then held his phone so we could see the 

Fred’s icon on his home screen. 
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“I guess Fred’s got your number,” Emily said. 

*** 

Not many people came to Spencer Harrison’s 

funeral, but thousands signed his visitor’s 

book on line. 

“He was sort of a virtual jerk,” said Emily. 

Michael Navotony and I sat on either side of 

her. We each held a hand. It was as close as I 

had ever come to a ménage à trios. 

Michael checked his phone every few minutes 

to see if Fred’s icon was still there. “Got a 

plan,” he said. “Don’t know if I should say it in 

front of John.” He’d decided I was a            

supernatural spy, Fred’s eyes and ears in the 

mortal coil. He expounded supernatural    

theories about twins communicating across 

different planes of reality. 

I had a word for that. “Bullshit.” 

“Ever wonder why John’s not on the list?”   

Michael directed his question to Emily. He 

looked my way only when absolutely          

necessary, and then just a fleeting glance. The 

way a man might look at his girlfriend’s 

younger sister. 

“I want him there when I do it,” Michael said. “I 

want to see what happens to him when I turn 

his twin brother’s soul into soup.” 

“Soup?” Emily asked. 

“Soul soup,” he said. “It’s an old family recipe.” 

*** 

Emily didn’t think Michael was crazy. “Just an 

oddball. That’s all.” 

It sounded like the same thing to me. 

Michael scattered rock salt in a rough circle 

around my kitchen table. “Sea salt is better, 

but it’s expensive, and I need a lot of it.” 

I took that as a sign of confidence. If Michael 

Navotony didn’t think his ritual was going to 

work, there would be no need to cut economic 

corners. He set his laptop and his cell phone 

in the centre of the table. He put a small cast 

iron hibachi on my stovetop, loaded it with 

crushed leaves, strips of wood, and small   

briquettes of something that looked like    

charcoal, but smelled like the nastiest public 

restroom in Bangladesh. 

“Dried pig excrement,” Michael told Emily. “An 

essential part of the Hindu exorcism ritual. The 

leaves are sage. The kindling is cedar.” He 

promised the smoke would clear the smell 

once his “sacred fire” got going. 

He nudged a box of Russell Stover’s      

chocolates against his laptop, set a Bible   

beside it, and a copy of the Quran, and a Book 

of Mormon. The wallpaper on his computer 

screen was a Buddhist Mandala. 

“It’s the eclectic approach to demon warfare.” 

He handed Emily a paperback version of the 

Bhagavad Gita. He gave me Black Elk 

Speaks, and kept an annotated Talmud for 

himself. 

According to Michael, all exorcism rituals 

shared common features. Religious details 

were mostly show business. “But I’m including 

little tweaks from all of them. Just to seal the 

I took that as a sign of confidence. If Michael Navotony    

didn’t think his ritual was going to work, there would 

be no need to cut economic corners.  
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deal.” He took a list out of his shirt pocket and 

doubled checked his preparations. 

“I’ve loaded a copy of Psalm 91, Rituale     

Romanum, and Of Exorcisms and Certain 

Supplications into the body of an e-mail.” He 

picked up his cell phone and sent the        

message to Fred’s Yahoo account. 

The Mandala on Michael’s laptop wavered. 

The mystery icon disappeared momentarily, 

then reappeared a little smaller and dimmer 

than before. 

Michael lit the spirit fuel in his hibachi. He   

removed a piece of candy from the Russell 

Stover’s box and tossed it into the blaze. 

“Forest Gump was wrong. It’s death that’s like 

a box of chocolates.” He moved his cursor 

onto the mystery icon. He looked into my eyes 

just as he double clicked. 

“Ta da,” were Michael’s last words. At least I 

think they’re words. I wanted to ask Emily, but 

she was busy screaming. 

*** 

Who could blame me for not calling 911 right 

away? Michael would be the second dead 

man EMSA hauled out of my kitchen in a 

week, and the burning pig excrement would do 

nothing for my credibility. 

We were doing an exorcism, see, to cast my 

dead brother’s spirit out of the Internet, and 

Michael’s soul sort of slipped away. Care for a 

Russell Stover’s chocolate, officer? 

Emily stopped crying long enough to show me 

the home screen on her iPhone. There it was, 

the mystery icon. 

“Can’t keep the devil waiting.” She poked at 

Fred’s icon, but her finger shook so much she 

opened her iTunes application instead. 

“I won’t let you do it.” Emily didn’t resist when I 

took the iPhone. She didn’t protest while I  

fumbled through her applications. She might 

have shouted, “No! Don’t! Stop!” as I touched 

the icon, but it could have been, “No! Don’t 

stop!” 

Wish I could remember what happened next, 

but all I know for sure is, death smells like 

burning pig excrement and sage. 

I woke up on my kitchen floor with a dull  

headache and Emily’s lips locked on mine. 

CPR, not passion. I let her go on longer than I 

should have, but stopped her before she 

started chest compressions. 

“You did it.” Emily’s scorched cell phone 

smelled like ozone. She held it too close to my 

face for me to focus on her home screen, but I 

already knew the mystery icon was gone. I 

could feel it. The connection between Fred 

and me had come undone. 

Emily kissed me again. For real this time. I 

kissed her back. It took a while before we got 

around to calling 911. Owning my very own 

soul was going to be fun. 
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It must heave its abdomen from the earth, 

wave around its antennae, and feel for    

movement in its proximity using its hind cerci. 

It scuttles off into the safety of darkness, 

alone. The Exterminator crouched low to the 

ground, watching a small black roach         

negotiate the thick pile of carpet. Heave, 

wave, scuttle. The Exterminator stood, 

cracked open the roach with the heel of his 

boot, and surveyed the apartment. 

Grimy, green wallpaper curled at the seams, 

cracks crawling up around the ceiling, and 

drywall crumbled off their skeletal studs. A sea 

of shiny black wings trembled in the space 

between. The Exterminator pulled a long tube 

of a handgun from the pack strapped to his 

back, smiled wide while licking his teeth, and 

depressed the trigger. 

White smoke devoured the room, coating a 

sagging sofa and sticking to spider webs that 

spangled a low hanging chandelier. It flooded 

the room adjacent, its fingers seeping into the 

remaining bedroom. The Exterminator was a 

ghost. The walls groaned with the weight of 

the cockroaches and their sudden death. 

Stepping outside, the Exterminator lit a thin 

cigarette and brushed himself clean of residual 

dust. A layer of grime built up on his work 

coat, permanent, his skin dark and dull. His 

snot came out as a yellow, powdery        

sometimes-mucus and his spit was always 

blood. Nervously, he licked at his teeth and let 

the cigarette fly to the curb. He pulled a small 

pad of paper from his pocket and scrawled in 

small print a note: 

JOB COMPLETE. 

This he stuck to the small front door of the 

small apartment, cramped between two    

twisting behemoths of buildings. He was a 

man of routine, operating in procedural       

deliberation. 

A sun-ripened leather briefcase awaited him 

on the front stoop. He shrugged off his heavy 

pack, his hose and handgun secured at its 

side. It ejected a five-litre titanium canister with 

a push of a button and a low sibilance. The 

Exterminator tucked this gently at the bottom 

of the briefcase and stacked his pack on top. 

Finally, his coat came off to fold neatly over 

T here's a certainty about a 

cockroach's pattern of 

movement.. 
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the briefcase. Fixing the cuffs of his greying 

button-up, he hooked his long fingers around 

the case's handle and took off to the next job. 

A solid steel sky refracted itself down glassy 

striations of the piles of buildings towering 

above. Once tall and proud, their windows 

filled with dust, geometric carvings of           

terracotta and marble fragments neared     

disintegration. Streamlined, stepped, and 

stretched for impossible height, most struc-

tures of the city sank into architectural atrophy. 

The Exterminator's eyes, large behind thick 

glasses, darted incessantly around the streets 

he navigated. His stomach was a knot of    

expectancy. It had been weeks since he last 

ran into M. Barata, a man who seemed to 

haunt every corner of the city. The              

Exterminator remembered the first time he 

saw M. Barata, perched hawk-like on the back 

of a park bench. A red leaf twirled in M. 

Barata's fingers, his face stoic and his form 

solid, permanent. When the Exterminator 

turned to get another look, however, M. Barata 

had vanished. 

The second time he ran into M. Barata, the 

Exterminator rode the subway late at night. He 

had dozed off, his briefcase sitting on his lap, 

jaw of stubble making a roost out of a handrail. 

A jolt caused his briefcase to topple to the 

ground, and he started awake. M. Barata sat 

across from him, one leg propped on his knee, 

reading a newspaper headlined FEEBLE 

MINDED FLESH EATERS, cigarette slack in 

his mouth. M. Barata exited at the next stop. 

The Exterminator checked the crosswalk 

ahead of him. No cars speeding by at this 

hour. Everyone sealed up safe in offices, 

working diligently on becoming drones, he 

could hear M. Barata's voice as if he was right 

next to him. He wasn't. The Exterminator took 

a sharp left, licked his teeth. 

It actually wasn't until the third time he saw M. 

Barata that he actually spoke to him. M. 

Barata smoked a cigarette in front of a café, 

closed for the evening. He stood under its 

awning, out from the rain that dropped       

suddenly from above. The Exterminator knew 

the downpour would be short-lived. 

"May I?" It was the only cover on the block. M. 

Barata shrugged his consent, zipped up his 

ochre jacket. The rain let up moments later, 

and M. Barata offered a nod before walking 

off. The Exterminator remained under the 

awning for a while, cemented in the shadow 

his own cigarette. 

The first time M. Barata acknowledged their 

repeated run-ins, it was at the automat on the 

block the Exterminator lived. 

M. Barata spoke plainly, "We always seem to 

find each other, yeah?" 

The Exterminator entered a few dirty nickels 

into the machine and was grabbing a hot    

burger wrapped neatly in wax paper. M. 

Barata pulled a burger out of the next window. 

The Exterminator gestured to a table and they 

both sat. 

As he let this replay in his head, the            

Exterminator's knot of a stomach warmed  

considerably. He licked his teeth and tightened 

the grip on his briefcase. A few more blocks 

and he would be at the subway station to take 

him uptown and to his next job. 

M. Barata was tall and lean. He looked like a 

starved beast, eyes wild behind glasses bound 

by wiry gold frames. His receding dark hair 

went unwashed, held back from his face by its 

own grease. Thin lines spidered across his 

forehead. They ate their burgers in silence, 

puddles of fat staining the wax paper. 

"That's good shit. Almost makes everyone 

worthwhile." M. Barata took a napkin to his 

thin lips. His face had become bothersome to 

the Exterminator on dreamless nights, looming 
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in its vague familiarity. 

The Exterminator asked what he meant by 

"everyone." Didn't he mean everything, at the 

very least? M. Barata shook his head, no. He 

meant everyone. The Exterminator thought of 

Schopenhauer's works he had been           

voraciously ripping through at that time. He 

also thought of the newspaper M. Barata read 

on the subway. 

The Exterminator suggested quietly, "Human 

existence must be a kind of error." 

M. Barata smiled, yes. But that's only the   

beginning. He left the Exterminator a worn 

copy of Heidegger's Sein und Zeit. 

The Exterminator was approaching the       

entrance to the subway terminal now. He 

would hop the F line over to the upper 50's. 

The trip would last fifteen minutes. He hefted 

his briefcase down gum-lined stairs. The shift 

in weight made him notice a tremor in his 

hands. He frowned, hurried through the     

closing doors of the train, and sat examining 

the blue veins suddenly thick and bulging in 

his hands, his tongue running along his teeth, 

an attempt to regain control. 

The train lurched forward and his briefcase 

threatened to plummet to the ground. 

He made quick to snatch it close. The heavy 

pack inside was an expensive piece of    

equipment. A large plate of a resistor bolted 

on the backside and pneumatic tubing snaked 

around an aluminium motherboard. The   

handgun had a long barrel that was capable of 

propelling substances up to fifty feet. Most 

important, however, was the titanium canister 

and its insecticide. The insecticide contained 

mostly talc, but the small amount of sodium 

fluoroacetate in there was enough to knock 

dead an entire herd of cattle. 

It worked like this: All organisms use the    

tricarboxylic acid cycle to transform fat into 

energy. Fluoroacetate interacts directly with 

the first step of the cycle, crushing the cycle's 

principal enzyme citrate synthase. With 

enough exposure, an organism's entire    

metabolic system shuts down. 

The Exterminator's sodium fluoroacetate was 

developed in a lab somewhere outside of city 

limits. They extracted the chemical from a 

small South African shrub called "poison leaf." 

The extract was added to the inert talc, which 

made the insecticide stick. Some                

exterminators used calcium carbonate, but the 

roach colonies they hunted always came back. 

Heidegger haunted the Exterminator. He 

feasted slow, not sure what to make of twisted 

bits of German, trying to decipher the         

difference between being and Being, the quiet 

crawl of double task, never quite leaving    

behind the presented idea of destruktion. 

Eventually, he entertained the idea of giving 

up the existential grappling, instead            

continuously seeking out M. Barata with no 

luck. 

While thumbing through Sartre at the 24-hour 

laundromat and waiting for his work uniform to 

dry, they found each other again. The         

Exterminator felt his heart pressing in his 

throat when M. Barata lugged a small sack of 

clothes through the scuffed glass door. 
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"Peculiar hour to be doing laundry, yeah?" M. 

Barata smiled knowingly at the play the      

Exterminator held, "Or is it the only time?" 

The Exterminator bit. "Hell is other people." 

M. Barata began shoving coins into a front 

load washed, steamed from previous use. He 

nodded, dumping soap in the cartridge, and 

sat across from the Exterminator. 

The Exterminator burned with questions, he 

pulled himself upright, trying to come up quick 

a voice in which to air his troubles in        

translating Heidegger. 

M. Barata spoke before he could, however, 

"You know, one night, I found myself at a real 

seedy bar, next to a man who burped more 

whiskey than words. He let loose the most 

horrifying tale, tears all over the place." M. 

Barata's words were even, cool. 

"The man's wife had come down with some 

sickness, maybe cancer, and no matter how 

many hours he put in at work, he couldn't foot 

the medical bills and put food on the table. 

They had a kid, you know, but she grew up 

fast, out of sight. She was skeleton skinny with 

starvation and that made the man real 

stressed out. Real stressed out." 

M. Barata lit a cigarette, offered one to the 

Exterminator who accepted. 

He continued, "He eventually found solace in 

a motel. He was able to arrange it so this 

damned prostitute would be shut up in a mask 

when he got there. Liked to pretend it was his 

wife he was getting into while she was back 

home, all sealed with the sick. The man wore 

a mask, too. Some idiotic animal mask,      

protecting his identity, you know. This        

happened once, twice, a dozen times. Ten 

bucks a time wouldn't make or break any   

goddamn thing. Always the same thin broad 

with a zebra snout for a face and wide opened 

legs." 

M. Barata paused, took a long drag of his 

cigarette, letting the smoke seep out with a 

faint laugh. 

"One day," he said, "when he felt real weight, 

when he was more stressed than usual, they 

got it on quick and wild and his and the girl's 

masks flew right off." 

M. Barata pushed his glasses up his long 

nose, studying the Exterminator. This put the 

Exterminator on edge, and he felt his tongue 

press against the inside of his teeth. 

M. Barata let a disgusted smile loose on his 

face, "Turns out, he was fucking his own 

daughter." 

The smile waned, but he remained staring at 

the Exterminator for a long moment. 

"The bar broke into laughter, cheers,          

applause. Every last one of the creatures 

writhing on this rock is slime. You need to  

remember that." M. Barata stood and made for 

the door. 

"Hey, what about your laundry!" The           

Exterminator called out. M. Barata responded 

with a wave of his slender hand, letting the 

door slam behind him, little bell on the handle 

clattering. 

The Exterminator had two more appointments 

after this next round. Most people believed a 

cockroach could withstand anything, things 

like a nuclear winter or an atomic holocaust. 

Indeed, a roach can live a month with no food, 

no water, no head. It can go without oxygen 

for hours. A roach can survive up to forty-five 

minutes completely submersed in water. In 

fact, most roaches die prematurely only      

because they get flipped over on their backs, 

their legs and hook-like feet not yet adapted to 

the slick, shiny surfaces of man. But three and 

a half seconds of direct exposure to a few 

granules of sodium fluoroacetate, and a roach 

withers up in its hard, black cuticle forever. 
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The train came to a jarring stop and the doors 

slid open. The staircase up was a burrow 

much too narrow for the Exterminator. It 

twisted, squeezed, and made his head blur 

and take flight from his shoulders. Clambering 

the cement steps made his lungs shrink up. 

He gasped and wheezed for air, licked his 

teeth as they dried up from his crazed        

respiration. Clutching his chest, he finally 

mounted the last few stairs, emerging from the 

city's underbelly, regaining self. 

The buildings here also held a kind of     

movement, the same steady decay that, on 

rare occasion, evoked a sense of construction. 

Paraphrased columns of wire worked to heave 

a series of arches over the husk of a        

courthouse. A leaning library attempted to   

disassociate itself with its flaking foundation. 

The structures dwarfed the Exterminator. 

They reached the sky, came collapsing back 

down with heavy lines punctuated by          

inscrutable windows crusted with age and 

abandonment. A gaping hole punched in the 

corner of the tallest building spanned stories 

where the brittle insufficiency of the landscape 

leaked. 

"The thing you have to realize," M. Barata said 

on their sixth or seventh chance meeting, "is 

that you're one of them, too. You and I are the 

same slime." 

By that time, the Exterminator lived for these 

encounters. His heart hammered into his ears 

and his mouth went dry, remained dry for a 

long time after. Picking up the patterns of his 

appearances, the Exterminator began    

scheduling jobs around the city's most     

desolate hours, set on moving between      

fumigations when the streets had emptied into 

the buildings' corroded centres. There the  

Exterminator would find M. Barata. M. Barata 

waiting and flicking cigarette butts down to the 

smooth railed bowels the subways slugged 

through. M. Barata waiting, sidled up against 

bus stops. M. Barata waiting, hand suspended 

to hail a cab. M. Barata waiting to leave. 

The Exterminator arrived at a lopsided building 

with colossal bronze doors abraded with use. 

He looked about one last time before buzzing 

the door, tongue on his teeth. He waited for an 

answer, hoping for none. The doors remained 

silent. He pulled out a ring of keys, quickly 

sorting through them. Before letting himself in, 

he donned his work coat and extracted both 

the pack and the canister from his briefcase, 

exact in his procedure. He sunk the canister 

into the pack and shrugged it on. 

Tumbled marble floors made dull thuds of his 

footsteps. A terracotta sunburst arched over a 

vacated reception desk, cloudy with cobwebs. 

Slipstream, vertical pilasters let the city's  

nervous energy inside. A giant globe orbited 

by a bloated zephyr was etched on the doors 

of the elevator, taped up with a sign: OUT OF 

ORDER. The Exterminator began scaling the 

ziggurat of a staircase. As he crowned the first 

flight, his chest began to tighten again,  

breathing all over the place. He wiped his 

brow, licked at his teeth, struggled up. 

A roach's heart is a thirteen-chambered tube. 

It pumps colourless blood into the busy      

network of the haemocoel. This blood is       

colourless because within the haemocoel, 

there is no haemoglobin. Instead, oxygen  

travels to the roach's tissues via pore-like 

spiracles. It takes quite a bit of time for a roach 

to bleed out due to the size of its heart and its 

low blood pressure. After the fight with the 

stairs, the Exterminator's blood pressure was 
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anything but low. He balanced himself at the 

third flight, trying to regain. 

"Morality is a construct. It's all perspective. 

Superiority is bullshit." This was the last thing 

M. Barata bestowed upon the Exterminator. 

The Exterminator licked his teeth, thought 

about it, not knowing how to respond. 

That was weeks ago, maybe a month. The 

Exterminator had no idea, the days all turned 

into one piece of steel, and he was no longer 

marking time by passages in books. 

M. Barata had left town for good, the          

Exterminator was sure. At times, he would 

dream taking a train out, starting over,        

romantic things like that. But there was   

something so damned satisfying witnessing a 

miniature massacre of thousands of black 

beetles. 

Something elevating. 

He fumbled through his keys at the door     

perilously placed at the edge of the third   

landing. The grand staircase halted here, 

more stairs hidden behind a tiny door that rose 

thirty, maybe forty more stories. He felt    

grateful of the third floor apartment. Two other 

apartment doors faced one another a few feet 

away. Further down, something caught his 

eye. An ochre jacket, wiry glasses, thin, 

sunken face. 

The Exterminator felt empty in his anxiety. He 

walked the short distance down the hall, felt 

an impulse to reach out and take M. Barata's 

hand. M. Barata raised his hand as well and 

they smiled at each in that knowing way. The 

Exterminator's hand collided with thick glass. 

The Exterminator stood, transfixed, terrified. 

He raised his hand again to touch M. Barata's 

pasty skin, eyes in blue sockets, crazed. Thin 

lips curled and his tongue licked hungrily at his 

teeth. Only even, cool glass. The Exterminator 

leapt back. M. Barata did the same. 

The Exterminator let out a low groan, still  

scurrying backward. His boot found the edge 

of the staircase and he stopped himself. But 

the weight of his pack did not stop. He        

careened down the stairs. The canister of  

insecticide ejected itself and flew towards a 

marble step, the Exterminator's skulls towards 

another. The canister exploded into a rigid 

white fog. The Exterminator's skull cracked 

into a spring of blood. 

"You and I are the same slime," he heard M. 

Barata say. Even, cool. 
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Lucy Cooper stands huddled close to her   

fiancé, James. She inhales cold air and      

exhales steam. Further up the line closer to 

the concert hall entrance she can see the  

marquee lights showing the words DAVID 

WILDE and below that in smaller letters     

R EVO L VER C ON C ERT  T ONIGHT 

ONLY.  Closer to the entrance is a reporter 

and camera man interviewing people.         

Between her and the reporter is a man in a 

black security jacket wearing a headset and 

holding a clipboard talking to the people in 

line. Lucy is unable to hear him. 

James looks to Lucy and says, “Don’t 

worry.  We’ll be in soon.” 

The man in the black security jacket finishes 

talking. He moves down the line to where Lucy 

can hear him. 

“All right, the show’s going to be starting soon 

so I’m going to explain a few things and then 

get you guys inside as soon as possible.” 

The crowd cheers. 

The security guard continues, “For most of you 

this is probably your first Revolver             

Concert. What you’re gonna do is once they 

let you inside you’re gonna proceed to the  

security checkpoint. There they’re gonna 

check your ID to make sure you’re at least 

eighteen. Then you’re gonna sign the life 

waiver and then they’ll let you into the main 

hall, any questions?” 

No one says anything. 

“Alright.  Good.” 

He moves forty feet further down the line and 

starts talking to them. 

Lucy looks to James and asks, “Life waiver?” 

“Yeah, it’s just some legal thing so no one 

goes to jail.” 

“I’m still not sure what’s going on here.” 

The guy and girl in line in front of them turn 

around. The guy has his arm wrapped around 

her shoulder. 

The girl looks at Lucy and says with a smile, 

“I’ve been to a Revolver Concert before. You 

long line of people wait 

outside the concert hall 

hoping not to die tonight. 
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wanna hear about it?” 

“Yeah, sure.” 

“So okay, my name’s Joan. My boyfriend’s 

Ted.” 

“Hey,” says Ted. 

“Hi,” says Lucy. 

“So before the show starts,” Joan continues, 

“this guy in a black suit comes out carrying an 

old wooden table about two feet wide and 

places it by the microphone stand. Then he 

opens the drawer of the table and removes the 

revolver.” She smiles upon saying the word 

revolver. “He places the revolver on the table, 

closes the drawer, and just walks away. Then 

later, David Wilde comes out and at random 

points during the show he fires the gun into 

the audience.” 

“So at every show six people die?” asks Lucy. 

“It’s not always six,” Ted says. “Sometimes the 

bullet goes through someone and he gets 

more than six and sometimes people only get 

wounded.” He laughs and then says,  “And 

this one time Justin Carter, the leader of the 

boy band Back Degrees, went to a show and 

David Wilde comes out, sees him and just 

shoots the guy six times. It was great.” 

Lucy looks to James and asks, “So, we could 

die tonight?” 

He smiles and says, “Babe, it’s like a six in ten 

thousand chance.” 

Joan chimes in, “Hey, I look at it like fate. If it 

happens then it’s meant to be.” 

Lucy ignores her comments and asks, “Six in 

ten thousand, but there’s still a chance we 

could die?” 

James smiles and says, “Sometimes you have 

to take chances in life.” 

Lucy looks down and starts pondering this 

idea in silence when the line begins moving 

forward. 

“Finally,” James says as he cranes his neck 

upward. 

The line moves quickly as people start filling 

the concert hall. As soon as Lucy enters the 

two large double doors to the building, the 

heat hits her. They continue to the security 

barrier. She hands a security guard her ID 

which he swipes through a machine. A green 

light flashes and she is allowed to pass to the 

next station. James passes under a metal  

detector and she follows. Then they approach 

a security desk. Joan and Ted quickly sign the 

forms on the table and then pass 

through. Lucy and James both approach the 

table. He quickly signs his form while she 

starts reading hers. 

“Um, excuse me?” she asks one of the       

security guards. 

“What is it?” a guard behind the desk asks. 

“What does this mean when it says the       

participant forfeits his or her life for the       

duration of the concert?” 

“It’s just legal stuff.” 

“Yeah, but what does it mean?” 

James looks from the guard to Lucy and says, 

“Just sign it, okay.” 

She looks at him for a few seconds and then 

places the waiver on the table, picks up a pen, 

and signs her name. The red ink disturbs 

her. She puts down the pen and James grabs 

her hand as they move past the security     

barrier. 

She looks around at the various concession 

stands and merchandise booths. She sees 

Joan and Ted looking at shirts and            
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posters.  Behind her she hears someone   

talking really loudly and turns to see the    

camera man and reporter from outside now 

inside interviewing people. James also turns 

around to watch them. 

A young, smiling girl wearing a David Wilde 

shirt says to the camera, “He’s just so      

handsome. He’s really great.” 

“Yes, but what about the fact that he kills   

people at all his shows?” asks the reporter. 

“Well, it’s kind of like a spiritual experience 

because there’s all this like life all around you 

and when someone in the audience dies it’s 

like, like their life leaves their body and like 

spreads out into the other people in the 

crowd. It’s really amazing.” 

“What do you say to the people that say that 

David Wilde is only doing this because he 

can? That he’s using his celebrity status to 

legally kill people?” 

“Well, they don’t understand him the way I 

do. He wouldn’t do that.” 

A guy wearing another David Wilde shirt   

walking by stops and yells at the camera, 

“David Wilde rules!” 

The reporter quickly moves from the girl to the 

new guy, “Excuse me, but why are you a fan?” 

“Because he rocks!” 

“Are you worried about getting shot tonight?” 

“No way. My friend Jimmy who’s like really 

good at math told me that, like, David Wilde 

usually shoots people towards the front, so 

like, if you’re in the back then you’re fine and 

there’s a less than one percent chance of   

being shot and I’m in the very last row.” 

Lucy looks to James and says, “We have 

seats up front.” 

“Of course. I’m not going to a David Wilde 

show to sit in the back. Besides the seats up 

front are cheaper.” 

“James, I’m not so sure about this.” 

“But babe, we’ve been through this already. If 

we’re going to spend the rest of our lives    

together we need to share our interests. You’ll 

see. You’ll love the concert.” 

He looks away from her and to all the different 

people moving around the crowd. Lucy looks 

back at the reporter who is talking to another 

person. 

The reporter asks the new guy, “What is your 

name and what is your favourite David Wilde 

song?” 

“My name is Gene and I love the song Try It.” 

“And why is that?” 

“Uh, well, ‘cause I’ve got my own band called 

Violent Thunder and I’m the guitarist so I like 

Try It because it’s the ultimate guitar song.” 

The reporter looks at the camera and says, 

“For those viewers at home who don’t know, 

Try It is an entirely instrumental song. It’s    

supposed to be the hardest electric guitar 

song in the world. In fact, David Wilde has 

said that the first person to be able to play it 

properly will get a million dollars.” The reporter 

looks from the camera to Gene. “And how are 

you at the song?” 

“Well, I can play it but it takes me too 

long. The song is three minutes so to get the 

money you have to play the song in three  

minutes or less. I’m down to twenty-seven 

minutes, so I’m getting there.” 

The reporter looks back at the camera, “A  

testament to how fast David Wilde truly is.” 

An announcement blares over the loud  

speakers, “You may enter into the main hall 
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now. The show will be beginning shortly.” 

The reporter continues, “And I’ll take that as 

my cue. From KIS news this is Bonnie Benatar 

reporting.” 

“And we are out,” says the camera man. 

Lucy looks at James. 

“Come on,” he says as he pulls her with him 

into the main hall. 

They get to their seats very close to the 

stage. She looks around frantically as all the 

other seats eventually get filled. 

A man in a black suit appears on stage      

carrying an old wooden table. Upon his sight 

the crowd begins cheering. The man is    

wearing white gloves that match his white 

hair. He places the table by the microphone 

stand. He opens the drawer and removes an 

object which he places on the table. The 

crowd cheers again. Lucy is unable to see it 

but knows that it is the revolver. He then 

closes the drawer and walks off stage.  

The stage lights dim and out walks David 

Wilde. The audience screams with joy at the 

sight of him. His long hair partially obscures 

his face. He has an electric guitar with a strap 

around his neck and is holding an acoustic 

guitar is his right hand. He places the acoustic 

guitar against the old wooden table and      

adjusts the strap of his electric guitar. The 

crowd continues their cheering. He carefully 

looks out at them. His eyes scan out over the 

different people ready for his music. His eyes 

lock with Lucy’s and he smiles. 

He then leans toward the microphone and 

says, “Let’s start this show with a bang,” and 

quickly picks up the revolver and fires out into 

the crowd. “Now who’s ready for some       

music?”  The crowd cheers. 

David Wilde gives the greatest musical       

performance Lucy Cooper has ever seen. The 

sad songs make people openly weep. The 

uplifting songs make Lucy feel as if she’s   

riding a roller coaster. He switches from    

electric to acoustic guitar depending on the 

song. One song called Different Ways is first 

played electrically and then acoustically. Lucy 

loves it each time and has trouble deciding 

which one is better. Despite her enjoyment 

she is distracted by trying to keep track of the 

number of times David Wilde shoots out into 

the audience during the show. When he plays 

Try It she sees hands move faster than she 

thought was possible. When the song finishes 

she stands up and cheers. 

He looks across the audience and his eyes 

linger on Lucy as he says, “One more song.” 

The crowd collectively says, “Awww.” 

He plays the song Farewell. When he finishes, 

the entire audience gives him a standing    

ovation. Lucy stands with the crowd. He     

removes his guitar and places it by the old 

wooden table. 

“That was amazing,” says James. 

As the applause continues David Wilde locks 

He then leans toward the microphone and says, “Let’s start this 

show with a bang,” and quickly picks up the revolver and fires 

out into the crowd. “Now who’s ready for some music?”   
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eyes with Lucy and maintains the gaze until 

the applause dies down. She is mesmerized 

by him. The applause eventually stops      

completely with David Wilde still standing by 

the old wooden table. The crowd just stares at 

him expecting something to happen. He just 

stands there quietly staring at her. 

Lucy hears a guy behind her say, “Weird. I 

only counted five.” 

David Wilde picks up the revolver, points it in 

her direction, and fires. James’s entire chest 

seems to explode as the bullet hits him. The 

crowd starts cheering again. Lucy hovers over 

James’s bleeding body. The concert hall starts 

emptying. She yells for help as the people 

leave. Most of them ignore her. Some take 

pictures with their cell phones. No one helps 

her. The concert hall empties except for Lucy 

and James.  

Revolver Concert was first published in the 

Barcelona Review, issue 70, in 2010 and has 

subsequently been reprinted in Litter Box 

Magazine, issue 9, and ken*again in 2011.   

“James, I’ll go get help, okay? Okay? James!” 

His eyes are lifeless. A strange smile is      

permanently left on his face. 

From behind her a voice says, “Miss.” 

She turns around and sees the man in the 

black suit with white gloves. 

Very softly and calmly he says, “Here.” He 

hands her a red rose and says, “David Wilde 

was wondering if you would perhaps like to 

accompany him on a date tonight.” 
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I 
If there is one secret that writers are fond 

of keeping to themselves it is that anyone 

can learn to write. You can learn story 

structure, grammar and punctuation but 

one of the problems I frequently encounter 

among newer writers is that they do not 

understand their roots. My English teacher 

was the no nonsense type and she did not 

suffer fools lightly. She was the one who 

pointed out to me that in order to become a 

writer then you must first become an     

objective reader. When new writers come 

to me with ideas I often point them to 

books and find myself extending them the 

same despairing look that Mrs. Ellis must 

have at one time given me. 

I recently attended a workshop where I was 

discussing fiction with a young man who 

believed that he could break into horror. He 

proudly informed me that he had read   

everything that Charlene Harris had every 

written and knew that his story, once    

completed, would be a great success. The 

problem was that he was stuck. 

f there is one thing of which 

I am certain it is that the   

biggest reason that people 

do not achieve success as a 

by Philip Meredith 

writer is usually down to a lack of  

knowledge of the field. 

As we discussed each of the problems he 

was having with the plot, the characters 

and the monsters I realised that he knew 

absolutely nothing about the genre that had 

not appeared in either a Charlene Harris 

novel or a Hollywood film. I gave him a list 

of books and told him that he must read 

everything on the list and in return I would 

meet him in a couple of weeks to discuss 

the problems he was having. I was        

delighted when he sent me an e-mail     

almost a month later to inform me that he 

had read every book on the list and had 

fixed most of the problems he was having 

with his story. Here is the list of books that I 

gave him. I would not go so far as to say 

that it is anywhere near complete but, to 

me at least, these books are the roots 

which feed the darkest dreams. 

The first two books will come as no        

surprise. Without Mary Shelley and Bram 

Stoker horror would lack two of its greatest 

icons. Far too many people tell me that 

they know Frankenstein and Dracula from 

the movies but you can never truly         

appreciate them unless you have read the 

books. Frankenstein’s status as a work of 

science fiction continues to be debated but 

the questions of life and death it raises 

make it an important part of any horror fans 

library. 
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Dracula is definitely horror. Some writers 

would argue that it is the definition of     

horror. Some people may find the gothic 

prose a little melodramatic and overwritten 

but there is still plenty to learn from the 

novels powerful images and strong        

descriptions. 

After Dracula and Frankenstein I strongly 

recommend that you read some, if not all, 

of M. R. James’ ghost stories. While other 

authors have written some incredible ghost 

stories, I have included M. R. James     

because of his consistency. The way that 

he skilfully crafts his stories so that they 

build slowly and steadily to their climax is a 

valuable lesson to any aspiring horror 

writer. His tales are filled with malevolent 

spirits, ancient curses and demonic beings 

that never fail to frighten. It is no wonder 

that his influence on the horror genre was 

so profound. 

H. P. Lovecraft built on the methods of M. 

R. James but moved away from ghost    

stories. Cosmic horror begins at Lovecraft 

for most horror fans and, while there is 

some debate about whether he was the 

first writer in this genre, there is no     

doubting that he was responsible for   

popularising it. If you are going to read a 

selection of his work then you should focus 

on his novellas. If you are interested in  

becoming a writer then Lovecraft also 

wrote a number of essays on the subject. 

Recently made into a movie, I Am Legend 

is the first book by Richard Matheson that 

you should read followed closely by Hell 

House. After that you should move on to 

his short stories, Matheson is considered 

by many horror writers to be one of the 

best, if not the best, short story writer in the 

genre. His work is filled with startling     

images and terrifying visions that are both 

subtle and shocking. 

It would be impossible to talk about short 

story writers without discussing Ray 

Bradbury. He was a prolific short story 

writer and, though he was weaker in longer 

formats, he did produce some incredible 

novels. If you want to read one of his    

novels then I heartily recommend Some-

thing Wicked This Way Comes. 

Next on my list come William Blatty and 

The Exorcist, if only because I am tired of 

telling people that the book came first. 

There is no doubting that the film helped to 

boost the sales of the novel but this book is 

important for other reasons. The Exorcist 

brought the focus of modern horror back to 

the battle between Good and Evil. The 

book is a rollercoaster ride of shocks but its 

strength is derived from making you care 

about the characters. 

A long list of similar films was released in 

the wake of The Exorcist. One that stands 

out from the crowd is Rosemary’s Baby 

which is based on a book by Ira Levin. The 

book succeeds in bringing horror into the 

heart of New York and, though it may not 

be the scariest novel you ever read, the 

sense of unease created by Levin is      

palpable. 

You cannot talk about books and films 

without discussing Stephen King. King is 

undoubtedly the most popular horror writer 

ever and his success is down to a        

combination of clever characterisation, the 

reinvention of horror themes and the     

application of modern literary techniques. 

There is a reason why so many people 

have tried to emulate his techniques and 

style on their quest for horror fame. If you 

only read two of his works then make sure 

to read Salem’s Lot and The Stand, though 

I heartily recommend Carrie and Misery as 

well. 
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For many horror readers and writers it was 

Stephen King who changed the face of 

modern horror but there is another: Dean 

Koontz. While you cannot argue with King’s 

success it would be a mistake to overlook 

the contribution that Dean Koontz has 

made to the modern horror thriller. His    

fiction often features tough characters   

involved in gritty life-or-death struggles that 

keep you turning the pages of his         

bestselling novels. His re-invention of the 

Frankenstein concept in the series of Dean 

Koontz’s Frankenstein begins with Prodigal 

Son and is definitely one not to miss. 

There is an author that Stephen King and 

Dean Koontz held in high regard but who 

had little initial success in his native   

America. Richard Laymon sadly passed 

away in 2001 but left us with over sixty 

short stories and thirty novels. He is most 

often referred to as a Splatterpunk author 

and if you have ever read his fiction it is not 

hard to see why. Laymon’s work is       

characterized by sex, blood, violence, 

blood, more sex and even more blood. One 

of the most common pieces of advice that 

you hear when you start writing horror is 

that it is not about the gore... Laymon takes 

that advice and smashes it with a     

sledgehammer. His novels Flesh, Funland 

and The Travelling Vampire Show were all 

nominated for awards and deserve a place 

on your bookshelf. 

I have always felt, or possibly hoped, that 

there was something in the Mersey water 

that gives rise to great writers. Some of you 

may feel that I am being biased but       

Liverpool has given rise to two great    

modern horror writers in Ramsey Campbell 

and Clive Barker. 

Ramsey Campbell has been described by 

critics as the “leading horror writer of our 

generation” and it is not hard to see why. 

His re-invention of Lovecraft’s Cthulhu in 

the fictional city of Brichester, which is 

heavily inspired by Liverpool, is a must 

read for all fans of cosmic horror and a  

lesson on how to use the world around you 

to create a setting for your fiction. I strongly 

recommend Incarnate and Midnight Sun to 

anyone considering a career as a horror 

writer. 

Clive Barker is probably most recognised 

for the Hellraiser movies which are inspired 

by his novella The Hellbound Heart. Most 

horror uses the polarization of Good and 

Evil, Light and Dark, Pleasure and Pain to 

create stark contrasts but Barker’s work is 

characterised by doing the opposite. He 

describes his style as “dark fantasy” and to 

understand Barker you must read his   

foreword to H.R.Giger’s Necronomicon. His 

short fiction is collected in Books of Blood 

but if you are looking for recommendations 

then The Forbidden was the inspiration for 

the Candyman movies. The Midnight Meat 

Train and Dread have also seen movie   

adaptations and The Damnation Game is a 

Faustian tale that should not be ignored. 

Read all of these authors and you will be 

able to tell me that you have a grasp of the 

horror genre but this list is just a starting 

point. There are plenty of writers out there 

who are extremely important that should be 

read. Two Jacks, Williamson and Ketchum, 

spring instantly to mind. Read these books 

and see what the authors did to create their 

effects. If you need to, then take a sen-

tence and write it down. Think about how 

they used words and grammar to get the 

response they wanted. Then take that 

knowledge, season with your own          

experiences and apply it to your writing. 

Your audience is waiting. 
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T 
Whether that be graphically, in the form of 

the busty heroine who somehow ends up in 

her bra while fleeing for her life, or morally, 

everyone knows that having sex in a horror 

movie is a one way ticket to slasherville, 

the connection to sex is always visible. It 

may interest some of you to know that   

scientific studies have shown that people 

with lower life expectancies have,         

generally, stronger sex drives. This is down 

to the biological need to pass on seed and 

ensure a future generation and could also 

explain why sex and death have for      

centuries been so firmly connected in the 

arts, literature and music. 

When you think of science fiction the ideas 

that may first come to mind are images of 

nerds with acne, asthma, glasses, poor 

social skills or a combination of the above. 

The truth of the matter is that for many 

people, even with today’s modern nerds, 

that science just isn’t sexy but... 

science isn’t all that science fiction is 

about. 

here has always been a 

well known and well 

d o c u m e n t e d  l i n k         

by Sue McKenzie 

AND SCIENCE FICTION 

between Horror and sex. 

While there is probably a group of die hard 

science fiction fans turning the page right 

now, there will also be some of you who 

know to what I am referring and others who 

are intrigued. 

Science fiction has, for the most part, been 

a rather puritanical genre geared towards 

male readers, and this has had an impact 

on the characterisation and the depictions 

of sexuality and gender within them, but it 

is also a form of speculative fiction and that 

means it can be used to examine societies 

that are different from the one in which we 

live. 

In speculative fiction the writer is able to 

invite the readers into a world were things 

could be different. This idea has been 

called “cognitive estrangement” and was 

first described by critic Darko Suvin. In  

essence it is the process through which we 

recognise that the world we are reading 

about is different to the one in which we 

live and that forces us to re-evaluate our 

own world from an outsider’s point of view. 

While science fiction, as a genre, is a  

modern invention it becomes difficult to 

ascertain what historically would be the 

start of the connection between science 

fiction and sex, but it may surprise many of 

you just how far back the link goes. 
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The first recognised science fiction story was 

written in Greek by a Syrian writer named 

Lucian. The story, entitled True History,     

centres around a warrior who is transported to 

the moon by means of a typhoon and whilst 

there he encounters an all male society who 

reproduce by giving birth from the thigh. 

In the 1700s sex in speculative fiction was 

often associated with the base desires and 

beastly nature of man. This is demonstrated 

very obviously in Gulliver’s Travels by       

comparing the cultures of the overtly sexual 

Yahoos with the intelligent and reserved 

Houyhnhnms. It was not until the 1800s that 

this began to change and speculative fiction 

began to show characters that were morally 

impure. 

In the 1900s this all began to change. Utopian 

novel Herland by Charlotte Gilman depicted 

an all female society through the eyes of three 

male visitors. 

By the 1920s the iconic scantily clad women 

were beginning to appear on the front of     

science fiction magazines but the covers were 

often more lurid than their contents. Science 

fiction was something that generally appealed 

to adolescent males and many of the editors 

believed that they had a responsibility to    

protect these young readers. The literature 

reflected the ideas of the day and much of the 

frank discussion on gender and sexual topics 

was abandoned. 

In 1935 Olaf Stapleton released a novel     

entitled Odd John, in which a mutant has sex 

with both his mother and an older boy. The 

older boy is affronted by their relationship but 

totally devoted to John but John eventually 

concludes that any form of sexual contact with 

humans is akin to bestiality. 

It was work like Stapleton’s that paved the 

road for the writer’s of the 1950s. In what is 

often referred to as the Golden Age of science 

fiction many writers were once again able to 

introduce explicit sexuality into their work. 

Theodore Sturgeon produced several works 

that centred on the importance of love over 

social norms. In The World Well Lost he     

depicts alien homosexuality and his Venus 

Plus X was set in a world of hermaphrodites. 

It was Philip Jose Farmer who really changed 

the face of science fiction with his work The 

Lovers. It was one of the earliest, if not the 

earliest, science fiction stories to feature sex 

as a major theme. He followed this with a   

collection of short stories called Strange     

Relations that focused on human/alien sexual 

relations and in his novel Flesh he wrote about 

a world of declining male fertility and an     

antlered superman who impregnates legions 

of virgins. Other notable stories of the time 

include All You Zombies by Robert Heinlein, 

where a time traveller impregnates themselves 

prior to a sex change operation, and the iconic 

Virgin Planet by Paul Anderson. 

It was the 1960s that saw sex and science 

fiction firmly in bed together. The clash       

between societal norms and emerging civil 

rights movements meant that a counterculture 

was born and found a means of expression 

through science fiction. This movement is  

often referred to as New Wave science fiction 

and was marked by a scepticism of            

technology, societal liberation and an interest 

in stylistic experimentation. They were less 

shy about depicting sex and more sympathetic 

to sexual minorities and gender roles. As New 

Wave editors took over the magazines       

depictions of sexuality and gender expression 

became commonplace. 

Isaac Asimov was one of the authors to      

produce work in this evolving genre. In The 

Gods Themselves he depicts a tri-gender    

society and the societal and sexual norms 

governing reproduction. It was also one of the 

first books to discuss the problems of sex in 

microgravity. He followed this up with an    
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essay entitled Sex In A Spaceship. 

Feminists were also eager to see the potential 

of science fiction, none more so than Joanna 

Russ. In The Female Man, she wrote about 

four women from different worlds that cross 

over to each other’s worlds and are shocked 

by the views of womanhood and gender roles 

they encounter. Her award winning When It 

Changed focuses on a female-only lesbian 

society and how it functions without men. 

Samuel R. Delany was another influential   

author of the time. His short story Aye and 

Gamorrah depicted a society where            

astronauts were neutered and how a sexual 

subculture developed around them. In his  

latter works the line between science fiction 

and gay pornography became so blurred that 

he faced censorship from book distribution 

companies. 

Under James Tiptree Junior the first seeds of 

cyberpunk were also planted. In his novel The 

Girl Who Was Plugged In he relates the story 

of a relationship through a cybernetically    

controlled body. 

In the post New Wave era of science fiction 

these trends have been continued. In Glory 

Season David Brin examines a society where 

each gender is sexually receptive during a 

different season, with Men being receptive in 

the summer and Women in the winter. 

Lois McMaster Bujold continues to explore 

very diverse sexual dynamics in her     

Vorkosigan Saga novels. The diverse nature 

of gender and sexual relationships in these 

books is staggering. 

So now you can see that while science fiction 

may be married to science (it has taken its 

name after all) it has also had a long standing 

affair with sexuality. Next time someone tells 

you that science fiction isn’t sexy, tell them just 

how wrong they are. 

If you haven’t heard of Fifty Shades then you 

must have been living under a rock. Many of 

us have joined in the bashing of this book for a 

variety of reasons : misogyny, poor writing and 

inciting people to engage in dangerous sexual 

acts without proper preparation being just a 

few. For the most part I’d tell people who are 

interested in Fifty Shades to go buy anything 

by the Marquis de Sade or Story of O by 

Pauline Réage but for science fiction fans 

there are other options.   

If you’ve never read The Pleasure Tube by 

Robert Onopa then it’s time that you did. It is 

mostly a 70s cheesefest with plenty of drugs 

and interchangeable ladies but there is also a 

lot of fun science fiction too.  

Cecilia Tan is one of the best erotic science 

fiction writers in my opinion and she even runs 

a small press that’s dedicated to erotic science 

fiction. I heartily recommend The Velderet for 

fans of kink. It centres around two people who 

use a virtual world to find partners for sexual 

kinks that are forbidden on their planets. The 

world is then invaded by kinky aliens who use 

kinky sex as the foundation of their society 

and our kinky heroes are the ones best placed 

to bring them down.   

SEXY SCIENCE FICTION 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR 

Sue has celebrated her twenty first   

birthday a few too many times and has 

lost count. She lives in the Midlands with 

her husband, John, and works as a    

secretary. She states that she is and       

always will be a secretary because its 

much sexier than being a personal     

assistant 
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REVIEWS by Matt Harris 

Set in 1884, this steampunk novel is set in The 

Weird West and features Doc Holliday. Fans of 

the Deadlands roleplaying game will be familiar 

with this world but this isn’t necessary for your 

enjoyment of the novel. 

The story centres on Doc Holliday who is all set 

to die of consumption until Geronimo gives him 

an offer he can’t refuse. The offer is simple, 

Geronimo will break the spell preventing the U.S. 

Armed Forces from crossing the Mississippi River 

The author of Xombies returns with a tale of 

cosmic horror straight out of Lovecraft’s worst 

nightmares. 

The story centres on Henry Cadmus as he 

returns to Catalina Island to confront the child-

hood fears that have plagued his dreams. 

What follows is a nightmare trip between    

reality, madness and hallucination featuring 

Ancient Gods and nameless cults that practice 

their dark arts in our very backyards. 

The novel jumps between Henry’s perspective 

of the island in the present and flashbacks 

which can at times be rather disconcerting but 

succeeds at pulling their reader out of their 

comfort zone. The plot proceeds at a fair pace 

but only if Doc Holliday can arrange for him to 

meet Theodore Roosevelt. Native American 

politics are difficult at best and the medicine 

men of four other tribes attempt to stop this 

from happening by summoning a creature to kill 

Roosevelt and Geronimo. 

No-one matches Mike Reznick when it comes 

to dealing with alternate Steampunk histories. 

He manages to blend fantasy and fact with a 

dash of humour and creates enjoyable fiction. 

The Doctor and the Tough Rider is the third 

book in the Weird West Tales series featuring 

Doc Holliday but it doesn’t require you to have 

read the previous books. 

TERMINAL ISLAND 

but seems to get a bit mired towards the end 

and the occult ritual scene did seem to drag 

on, so much so that I skimmed a few pages. 

For fans of Lovecraft then this book is a must 

read. If you aren’t into Lovecraft but enjoy  

mysteries and nightmarish journeys where you 

aren’t quite sure what’s real then you should 

enjoy this book. If neither of these applies then 

you should probably give this one a miss.  

THE DOCTOR AND THE ROUGH RIDER 

Mike Reznick                                    PYR   

Walter Greatshell                 Night Shade    
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REVIEWS by Matt Harris 

The Bones of The Old Ones is the sequel to The 

Desert of Souls and follows intrepid heroes Dabir 

and Asim in their continuing adventures. 

Howard Andrew Jones has not managed to    

conjure up the same magic in his prose in this 

sequel but this novel is still incredibly well written 

and the characters, story and world development 

are so rich that you barely notice. 

Howard Andrew Jones has created a world that 

manages to blend medieval Iraq with the world of 

Thousand and One Arabian Nights beautifully. 

The necromancer, Lydia, makes a welcome    

return in search of a magical weapon. In The 

Bones of the Old Ones the heroes are also     

An ambitious debut novel for John Gwynne 

that weighs in at 672 pages but Malice: the 

Faithful and the Fallen is one of the most   

enjoyable fantasy novels I have read in a while 

and clearly indicates that John Gwynne is an 

author to watch out for in future. 

If you like your fantasy to have bloody battles, 

giants and swords then you will be drawn into 

the universe that John Gwynne has created. 

He provides plenty of information and detailed 

background about the world and the         

characters that populate it. 

If I had one criticism of the book then it would 

be that it does have a tendency to overuse 

some very tired fantasy ideas. The book     

begins with a bargain with evil sealed in blood 

confronted by clashing immortals and a terrible 

Ice wraith. 

There is plenty to love about this book. The 

gripping plot, nefarious villains and vibrant   

descriptions of an ice-bound desert are       

wonderfully and skilfully narrated by Asim, with 

enough wit and gravitas to keep the reader’s 

attention throughout. 

Everything I could hope for in a sequel. 

MALICE : THE FAITHFUL AND THE FALLEN 

which is obtained by cutting the throat of a  

prisoner. The conversation was straight out of 

Fantasy 101 with the villain asking “What do 

you want for your help?” and the evil replying 

ominously “I want you”. 

This book may not appeal to hardened fantasy 

fans but for those less familiar with the genre, 

particularly younger readers, there is a lot of 

enjoyment waiting in Malice.  

THE BONES OF THE OLD ONES 

Howard A Jones              Thomas Dunne   

John Gwynne                              TOR UK  
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REVIEWS by Matt Harris 

If you’re familiar with Hamilton then you should 

know what to expect from Great North Road. As 

usual there are sprawling worlds, dozens of   

characters, immortal humans and, of course, the 

aliens. I think it would be fair to say that Hamilton 

very rarely strays too far from his formula and this 

book is no exception. 

That said this book could have been considerably 

slimmed down by the removal of much of the  

Police investigation and focusing on Angela’s 

story. In fact I would go so far as to say that the 

book really doesn’t get going till about page 300. 

People who love Peter F Hamilton may have to 

dig a little to find the work that they are used to 

The sequel to gritty time travel thriller Blood of 

Heroes. The book sees Jason Thanou of the 

Temporal Regulatory Authority lead an       

expedition back to the Battle of Marathon 

where he confronts evil time travellers and an 

alien masquerading as a god. 

This is a clever and exciting thriller that      

provides a detailed look into the events 

and  politics surrounding the battle but the  

author has a tendency to overuse passive  

explanations, particularly with regards to the 

details of how time travel actually functions in 

his world. Although these passages may not 

be to my tastes I can see how these           

explicatory soliloquies lend the novel a sense 

of scientific and historical authenticity. 

but it is worth the reward. If you’ve never read 

anything by this author before then I would 

strongly recommend that you start elsewhere. 

An ambitious novel with multiple storylines and 

constantly shifting narrative voices that offers a 

glimpse of a detailed slice of a future where 

humanity has advanced and yet in many ways 

stayed the same. I personally enjoyed the alien 

hunting expedition which felt like it belonged in 

a Predator movie. 

SUNSET OF THE GODS 

I really enjoyed Blood of Heroes and was not 

disappointed with Sunset of the Gods. Steve 

White creates a believable fantastic world by 

blending elements of classical history and   

mythology with some clever science fiction. 

This is a definitely a series that I would        

recommend to anyone with an interest in     

Ancient Greece. If you enjoyed the first book 

then be sure to pick this one up too. 

GREAT NORTH ROAD 

Peter F Hamilton                          Del Ray 

Steve White                                      Baen 
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TITLE AUTHOR PUBLISHER 

Great North Road (SF) Peter F. Hamilton Del Ray 

Tiger By The Tail (SF) John Ringo Baen 

Sunset Of The Gods (SF) Steven White Baen 

Odd Interlude :                                      

A Special Odd Thomas Adventure 

Dean Koontz Bantam 

The Explorer (SF) James Smythe Harper Collins 

Shadows (Young Adult) Paula Weston Indigo 

Power Under Pressure (Steampunk) Andrew P. Mayer Pyr 

Impulse (SF) Steven Gould Tor 

The Aylesford Skull (Steampunk) James P. Blaylock Titan Books 

The Warlord of Air (Steampunk) Michael Moorcock Titan Books 

Kalimpura (Fantasy) Jay Lake Tor 

The Eldritch Conspiracy (Fantasy) Cat Adams Tor 
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A Guide to upcoming book releases for the first quarter of 2013 

This guide was compiled with the assistance of several authors and publishing 

houses, who have our thanks. This list is by no means complete and we hope to 

have a more complete list for Issue 2. 
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TITLE AUTHOR PUBLISHER 

The Night Of The Swarm (Fantasy) Robert V. S. Redick Del Ray 

Necessity’s Child (SF) Sharon Lee Baen 

How Dark The World Becomes (SF) Frank Chadwick Baen 

The Ship Who Searched (SF) Mercedes Lackey & Anne 

McCaffrey 

Baen 

The Daylight War (Fantasy) Peter V. Brett Del Ray 

The Best of All Possible Worlds (SF) Karen Lord Del Ray 

Farside (SF) Ben Bova Tor 

The Mad Scientist’s Guide to World 

Domination (Anthology) 

John Joseph Adams Tor 

Elsewhens (Fantasy) Melanie Rawn Tor 

The Arena Man (Fantasy) Steve Englebert Tor 

Trinity Rising (Fantasy) Elspeth Cooper Tor 

Blood’s Pride (Fantasy) Evie Manieri Tor 

Firebrand (Fantasy) Gillian Philip Tor 

Jimmy and The Crawler (Fantasy) Raymond E Feist Harper Voyager 

Shadow of Freedom (SF) David Weber Baen 

The Last Threshold:                      

Neverwinter Saga Book IV (Fantasy) 

R. A. Salvatore Wizards of The 

Coast 

A Few Good Men (SF) Sarah A. Boyt Baen 

A Conspiracy of Alchemists Liesel Schwarz  Del Ray 

Hope Reborn (SF) David Drake Baen 

The Shape Stealer (Fantasy) Lee Carroll Tor 

Deep Down (Fantasy) Deborah Coates Tor 
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TITLE AUTHOR PUBLISHER 

Rebel Angels (Fantasy) Michele Lang Tor 

Queen Victoria’s Book of Spells 

(Anthology) 

Ellen Datlow & Terri  

Windling 

Tor 

The Gate Thief (Fantasy) Orson Scott Card Tor 

Bloodfire Quest (Fantasy) Terry Brooks Del Ray 

Hellhole : Awakening (SF) Brian Herbert & Kevin J. 

Anderson 

Tor 

Shattered Pillars (Fantasy) Elizabeth Bear Tor 

Quintessence (Fantasy) David Walton Tor 

Pandemonium  Warren Faby Tor 

Hammer of Angels G. T. Almasi Del Ray 

Deeply Odd Dean Koontz Bantam 

Kitty Rocks The House (Fantasy) Carrie Vaughn Tor 

Necroscope : The Moebius Murders 

(Horror) 

Brian Lumley Subterranean Press 
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BOOK NEWS AND REVIEWS 

Matt Harris 

We are now looking for articles about fiction for Issue 2. If you are a writer with a book 

launch just over the horizon, or an avid reader who wants to share a book review, then 

we want to hear from you. If you have an article about the literary industry, some writing 

news or a book review then please check our submissions guidelines on the web site.  

fdezine.fever-dreams.co.uk/Submissions.html 

We are also keen to establish links within the publishing industry. If you are a publishing 

house and want your books included in next issues releases or a book reviewed then 

please get in touch.    
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 by Al Thomas 

Peter Jackson makes a welcome return to the 

big screen and Middle Earth and all in time for 

Christmas but his prequel to the award       

winning Lord Of The Rings films has not be 

met with universal praise. 

Let’s get the big issue out of the way first,  

Peter Jackson worked hard to fit the LOTR 

books into three quite lengthy films but he  

succeeded admirably. His editorial skills seem 

to have gone awry on the Hobbit however as 

he has managed to turn one book into three 

LOTR size films. This sleight of hand has been 

achieved through a mixture of magic and, at 

times, unforgivable scripting which is          

surprising when you think about who was   

involved (notably Guillermo Del Toro). 

The addition of two prologues at the beginning 

of the film certainly add to its run time, but the 

return of Elijah Wood and Ian Holm in their 

LOTR roles is a brilliant stroke of storytelling 

that frames the story and gives us the        

impression that it is one being passed down to 

a younger generation. 

The film tries to strike a balance between   

being a film for kids and film for adults. In my 

opinion the sacrifices that have been made to 

do this are worthwhile but hardcore fans of 

Tolkien’s work may not feel the same way. 

Jackson spends a lot of time on back story 

and explanation which leads to some        

longwinded, expository speeches and little 

emotional investment in the characters, in fact 

Bilbo spends much of the early part of the film 

as a passive observer and only comes into his 

own after his pivotal encounter with Gollum. 

This tendency is on occasion forgivable,       

especially when it means that characters like 

Elrond, Saruman and Galadriel get to return to 

the screen (no doubt eliciting squeals of delight 

from Tolkien fans). 

As a younger Bilbo, Martin Freeman, does have 

plenty of opportunity to shine. Frodo may have 

carried a great burden but he was a terrible 

whinger and while Bilbo likes to have the      

occasional moan, he also has some moments 

of brilliance where Freeman is able to show off 

his sitcom-honed comic skills. 

This comedic element is a little overshadowed 

by other characters like Radagast, who hops 

into the book for some tender moments and 

ginned up action sequences. 

All in all this film is charming and spectacular 

but some of the special effects, the Goblin King 

being one example, may not be to everyone’s 

tastes. 
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A Quick Look At Upcoming Cinema Releases by Al Thomas 

Early January sees the arrival of Hansel and 

Gretel: Witch Hunters. This Tommy Wirkola 

movie is a European production filmed in   

Germany. If that has set alarm bells ringing in 

your head, as it did mine, then you may be 

presently surprised to hear that this film stars 

Jeremy Renner (The Hurt Locker and The 

Avengers) and Famke Janssen (X-Men). 

February is jam-packed with potential films, 

some of which you may be able to convince 

your respective other are worth watching. First 

off is Zombie romance - yes that is what I said 

- Warm Bodies. The premise of this film is that 

a forbidden romance between a zombie and 

his victim’s girlfriend could change the face of 

the undead world. Jonathan Levine makes a 

welcome return from All The Boys Love 

Mandy Lane, and I don’t see why in a market 

saturated with romantic vampires there isn’t 

room for a romantic zombie or two. 

Closer to Valentine’s Day, supernatural drama 

Beautiful Creatures will be lighting up screens. 

This southern gothic film based on a series of 

young adult books is an obvious attempt by 

Warner to hold onto the audience that they 

won over with their Harry Potter films. That 

said the books aren’t as well known and if they 

had any sense they wouldn’t be scheduling 

the release at the same time as the new Die 

Hard film. 

If you are stuck with the kids over Valentine’s 

but still want to quench your thirst for science 

fiction then you can do worse than go see  

Escape From Planet Earth. This animated  

feature, directed by Callan Brunker, is made 

by the same studio that brought us          

Hoodwinked and stars the voices of Brendan 

Fraser and Sarah Jessica Parker. 

Actor/screenwriter Kevin Grevioux’s graphic 

novel is converted into a movie towards the end 

of February. I, Frankenstein has much the 

same plot as Kevin’s other notable work, that 

being Underworld, and sees Bill Nighy returning 

along with Chuck’s Yvonne Strahovski. 

Science Fiction boots off March as District 9’s 

director Neill Blomkamp returns to the big 

screen with Elysium. Matt Damon and Jodie 

Foster star in a film about a future society 

where the rich live in a space station and the 

rest of us are left on earth. 

The first of two animated Oz films arrives on the 

screen in early March. Oz: The Great and   

Powerful is the story of how the wizard arrived 

in Oz and how he became ruler of the Emerald 

City. Expect a dark fairy story from director Sam 

Raimi of Evil Dead fame, like I needed to tell 

you that. 

Another fairy tale will arrive at your local cinema 

at the end of March, this time in the form of 

Jack the Giant Killer. Directed by Bryan Singer, 

of X-Men and Superman Returns fame, this 

movie stars Nicholas Hoult, Ewan McGregor 

and Bill Nighy. 

If you thought you’d seen the last of Stephanie 

Meyer then prepare to be disappointed, though 

at least this time the film is not part of the     

Twilight Saga. The Host is another young adult 

novel about an alien parasite that seeks to aid 

humanity rather than destroy it. The book is 

basically Invasion of the Body Snatchers told 

from the point of view of the pod people, well 

one of them anyway. You would be right in   

assuming that Meyer has created another    

romance story which Hollywood are, no doubt, 

seeking to cash in on. 
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REVIEW by Al Thomas 

All hell breaks loose when a tortured, misfit    

teenager, played by Sissy Spacek, unleashes her 

telekinetic powers against her psychotic mother 

and sadistic classmates. Based on the bestselling 

novel by Stephen King, this film is a horror      

revenge classic. 

Hollywood loves its sequels and Carrie 2: The 

Rage is the result of this obsession. Misfit      

teenager Rachel, played by Emily Bergl, loses 

her best friend to suicide and finds that high 

school can be an even colder place than it was 

before. She uses her telekinetic powers to wreak 

Many people, me included, feel like they have 

good reason to say bad things about George 

Lucas but his accomplishments speak for 

themselves and there is no doubting that the 

man has vision. This original story, directed by 

Ron Howard is proof of that fact. 

With an unmistakable input from George    

Lucas, Ron Howard delivers this 

highly imaginative tale without losing his own 

magic. Many people may not know that this 

film was responsible for pioneering the 

“morphing” technology that made The Abyss 

and Terminator 2 possible, but this film is not a 

special effects movie. That’s not to say that 

there aren’t special effects but rather that they 

are used deliberately and consciously in a way 

that supports the story and helps you to     

engage with the characters, rather than just for 

the sake of it. 

a fiery revenge on those students who play a 

mean-spirited prank on her. 

The re-release of these films is no doubt linked 

to the arrival of Kimberly Peirce’s remake     

currently slated for a November release. The 

original was a box office smash bringing in over 

$33 million for United Artists and, in a survey 

taken back in 2008, was voted one of the most 

popular films to watch on Halloween. The 1999 

sequel was met with negative reviews and is 

generally considered to have been a box office 

disaster. 

I wouldn’t buy it if you already own the original 

but if you’ve never seen the original, or you like 

bad horror films, then this is worth a punt. 

WILLOW 

Warwick Davis does a stellar job in the leading 

role, with Val Kilmer providing support as the 

decidedly flashier Mad Martigan. It was here 

that he met his wife to be, Joanne Whalley. 

She does a decent turn as the daughter of the 

evil Queen but is completely overshadowed by 

Jean Marsh as Bavmorda. 

A great piece of my childhood to own on DVD, 

available in March. 

CARRIE (1976) and CARRIE 2 : THE RAGE 
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ARTICLE by Al Thomas 

The BBC continue to release Doctor Who DVDs at 

a steady pace this quarter and although it was   

difficult to pin down the specifics you can expect to 

see Reign Of Terror at the end of January, The Ark 

In Space around Valentine’s Day and The Aztecs 

during the first half of March. 

The over-hyped film Looper arrives on DVD in 

January. Whilst this film may not have lived up to 

the hype it is still a good fun movie. The story is 

clever at times but the ending is a bit of a           

disappointment, there are better science fiction 

films out there but, in my opinion, this is infinitely 

better than the new Total Recall. 

The end of January will see House at the End of the 

Street doing battle with Resident Evil: Retribution. 

The Resident Evil film was a great sequel in a   

brilliant film series though if you aren’t a part of the 

fan base then you may not appreciate it as much as 

they will. Milla Jovovich, top notch special effects 

and a killer score make it one to watch out for. If 

you are a big fan of Wrong Turn then you will be 

delighted to know that the fifth film in the series, 

Bloodlines, will be released in January alongside a 

complete series box set. 

February sees the arrival of Mass Effect, in the form 

of Paragon Lost, and the first season of Lost Girl on 

DVD. If you are looking for scares then you’ll be 

spoiled for choice from the end of February. Two of 

last year’s successes arrive on DVD in the forms of 

Sinister and Paranormal Activity 4. In March, Silent 

Hill will also provide plenty of top notch special  

effects. If you find digital special effects jarring then 

you may wish to look into picking up the Carrie and 

Carrie 2 double pack, and watch them before going 

to see the re-make so that you can make an      

informed decision about how much better the   

original is. If, like me, the nature of clowns leaves 

you feeling quietly terrified then you can’t go wrong 

with Stitches. If you like your horror a little more 

romantic then the final film in the Twilight Saga, 

TITLE GENRE 

Looper Science Fiction 

Resident Evil:             

Retribution 

Horror 

House At The End Of 

The Street 

Horror 

Wrong Turn 5 :    

Bloodlines 

Horror 

Wrong Turn 1-5 :      

Box Set 

Horror 

Mass Effect :            

Paragon Lost 

Science Fiction 

Lost Girl : Season 1 Fantasy, Horror 

Sinister Horror 

Paranormal Activity 4 Horror 

Carrie/ Carrie 2 :     

Double Pack 

Horror 

Silent Hill : Revelation Horror 

Stitches Horror 

Twilight Saga :     

Breaking Dawn Part 2 

Fantasy, Horror 

Twilight Saga :       

Complete Collection 

Fantasy, Horror 

Willow Fantasy 
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Breaking Dawn Part 2, arrives accompanied by a 

complete saga box set, just in time for Easter. 

A surprise release in March sees Willow returning 

to DVD. This is one that I won’t be missing. Despite 

the fact that Val Kilmer annoys me throughout the 

film, this fantasy film is a blockbuster from my youth 

and not one I’ll be missing. 
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A review of the best games of 2012 by Al Thomas 

With Christmas out the way and many of us 

feeling the pinch now is often the time that 

many of us will vote to grab a game from the 

second hand section of our latest store but 

what is worth picking up and what’s worth  

ignoring. 

Ubisoft were at it again 

this year with Farcry 3. 

The game has lunatics, 

pirates and dangerous 

wildlife roaming a beau-

tifully rendered tropical 

island with the sole  

intention to do you 

harm. A free-form  

sandbox game that allows you to dictate the 

action in a randomised world is coupled with a 

structured, scripted campaign that focuses on 

your character’s deteriorating mental state 

(complete with flashbacks and trippy          

hallucinations). 

A surprise title           

of 2012, Telltale’s    

Walking Dead was the 

reason for many   

gamers to take to  

Twitter. The tweets 

and comments were 

rarely about the  

gameplay but instead focused on the title’s 

story. It’s a rare thing when a game inspires 

players to share their emotional responses. 

For some gaming critics, The Walking Dead 

has become a landmark title because of the 

emotional response that it has produced. Best 

story of the year, and a good contender for 

best story ever. 

There’s no denying the 

pulling power of the Call of 

Duty series and as such 

only a fool would bet 

against Black Ops II being 

the most played online 

game in the next 12 

months but if you fancy 

trying your hand at    

something different then pick up a copy of    

Borderlands 2. The co-operative multiplayer 

has a big open world filled with aliens, lunatics, 

missions, guns, guns and even more guns. Get 

three of your mates to pick up a copy and 

charge around like lunatics in pursuit of XP and 

guns. Nothing beats Borderlands 2 for co-op. 

Two surprise titles of 2012 were X-COM and 

Dishonored. Many of us had heard there was 

going to be an FPS version of the                 

classic PC strategy game X-COM, but the                      

turn-based  reinvention of the series came out 

of the blue. Even more surprising was just how 

good the game was. In a market were the    

instant gratification of FPS games has become 

dominant, X-COM requires patience and     

punishes your mistakes with permanent death. 

Break Dishonored down into its constituent 

parts and there really isn’t anything terribly new 

here. Yet Arkane have taken parts of Deus Ex, 

Bioshock, Half-Life and several other games 

and combined these elements into something 

incredibly fresh.   
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REVIEW by Al Thomas 

Nothing disappoints more than a story that 

starts off well, builds a full head of steam and 

then blows it at the last hurdle. Such was the 

burden of Mass Effect 3. The first game was 

an attempt to fuse classical RPG elements 

with a third person shooter and, though it   

didn’t quite succeed in execution, it was a joy 

to play thanks to Bioware’s expertise at telling 

a story. The second game was without a doubt 

one of the most successful, engrossing and 

enjoyable games of this console’s generation. 

After hours of battles, moral dilemmas, 

strange friendships and a little romance, the 

stage was set for Mass Effect 3 to end it all. 

Some would argue that it did just that. 

The PS3 version suffered from horrible frame 

rate issues and the online backlash at the way 

the game ends did incredible damage to the 

series reputation. While PS3 and X-box 360 

users were treated to the Omega DLC and a 

box set containing the entire trilogy, other 

gamers were getting their first look at Mass 

Effect 3 on the Wii-U. 

It will be obvious to many people immediately 

that there is a problem in releasing the third 

game in a series onto a console that has 

never seen its predecessors but Bioware have 

cunningly allowed Wii-U gamers to experience 

the previous two games through an interactive 

comic. This comic allows you to make all the 

decisions and choices that you would have 

been able to make in the previous two games 

and apparently experience the game on the 

same level as your cross platform fellows. 

Sadly this isn’t true, the time and effort that 

gamers invested into the previous games and 

the relationships that were established cannot 

be accurately relived in the form of a few clicks 

of a comic. The Mass Effect games are a 

highly personal experience with each game 

shaped by free will, moral dilemmas and    

occasional agonising decisions affecting the 

survival of your squad members. 

Understanding that Wii-U gamers are starting 

at a disadvantage may leave you feeling that 

the game isn’t worth your time but that is just 

not true. The Wii-U version contains a brand 

new introductory chapter, an extended ending 

and is packed full of post release DLC though 

sadly the new Omega content didn’t make it 

in. 

The Wii-U version contains all the best parts of 

the cross-platform releases and while players 

don’t have the advantage of having played the 

previous games, neither are they burdened 

with that knowledge either. Veteran players 

may feel cheated by the cameo appearances 

of their former squad members, and the way 

new squad members eclipse them, not so for 

the Wii-U novices. 
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REVIEW by Al Thomas 

Mass Effect 3 has an improved exploration and 

combat system over the previous games and this 

is developed further to take advantage of the 

Gamepad. Wii-U users can assign abilities to 

their team mates and activate them through the 

touchscreen. They can also move their squad 

around the battlefield by dragging markers which 

makes the whole combat system that little bit 

more intuitive. 

It’s hard to review the game without referencing 

to the previous games, something that would be 

useless for most Wii-U owners unless they own 

the previous games on another console, it would 

be like reviewing Return of the Jedi with no   

mention of Empire Strikes Back. It’s even harder 

to say whether the special edition is the definitive 

While Wii-U gamers were just getting their first 

taste of the Mass Effect universe, X-box 360 

and PS3 gamers were treated to additional 

DLC. The DLC gave players the chance to 

return to Omega and help Aria T’Loak reclaim 

it from Cerberus control. 

The DLC features four missions that allow you 

to take Shepard through the seedy depths of 

Omega and experience it in a way that you 

couldn’t in Mass Effect 2. Aria T’Loak returns 

(and this time she can join your squad) and is 

joined by a few fresh faces. The Illusive Man’s 

agent in Omega is General Oleg Petrovsky 

and he is now in charge of the station. The 

game also introduces Nyreen Kandros, a 

Turian, who is fighting to free the downtrodden 

and enslaved people of Omega. 

If you are expecting a typical Mass Effect style 

experience then some gamers may be in for a 

disappointment as Omega is very combat  

version of the game when it lacks the connec-

tion to its forebears. 

It seems inappropriate to use the term “world” 

when galaxy is much more appropriate, but 

every single planet and location is lovingly 

crafted to fit with a story that stretches back 

thousands of years. Wii-U gamers now have 

the opportunity to explore that universe and 

take the fight to the Reapers as Commander 

Shepard. 

The game itself is out of this world, and benefits 

greatly from the improved controls and the new 

introduction and endings. If this is the only way 

you can experience the Mass Effect universe 

then I can’t recommend it enough. 

MASS EFFECT 3 : OMEGA 

focused. You’ll be sweeping the streets, alleys, 

warehouses and ultimately Afterlife, Omega’s 

nightclub, of Cerberus operatives including 

some you won’t have seen before. There are a 

few key points in the DLC that require you to 

make a decision but the consequences are 

rather underwhelming. If you’re looking for new 

content and can’t wait till the rumoured “All 

Hands On Deck” then you can do worse than 

spend 3-4 hours on Omega. 
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REVIEW by Al Thomas 

The Secret World is a dark fantasy MMO that 

has much in common with survival horror 

video games. The game is set in the modern 

day “real world” but combines elements of 

magic, myth and dark horror with conspiracies, 

urban legends and pop culture to create an 

original back story. Players take on the role of 

a supernatural hero, working for one of three 

secret societies, and participate in a war    

between good and evil by fighting dark      

monsters that threaten the modern world. 

I was first drawn into The Secret World last 

summer when a horde of rampaging pandas 

forced me to flee from my regular haunts in 

Azeroth. Unlike World of Warcraft there are no 

classes in The Secret World so provided you 

aren’t in combat you are free to swap your 

skills around and fulfil any of the traditional 

MMO roles (tank, healer, melee DPS or 

ranged DPS). There are also no weapon    

restrictions so you can feel free to swap     

between a sword or dual wield pistols at will  

provided you have some in your inventory. 

This classless system is one of the games 

great strengths but it also contributes to one of 

the main reasons that it is criticized—PVP. 

The Secret World does have a faction system 

and allows PVP in controlled environments, 

and I assure you the large scale battles are 

impressive to see, but the classless system 

means that there is no prescribed way of    

sizing up your opponents and as such every 

fight is a gamble. It seems that Funcom are 

aware of these problems and are working on 

fixing them but if you’ve played MMOs as long 

as I have then you’ll know how contentious 

that can be. 

 If you only played The Secret World for PVP 

then you would be missing most of what the 

game has to offer. Ragnar Tørnquist invested 

a lot of love and attention into creating a world 

that is heavily inspired by Lovecraft with a 

dash of Stephen King thrown in. The locations 

are beautifully rendered in gory reds, sceptic 

blues and putrid greens. The sumptuous cut 

scenes, filled with horror caricatures, add to 

the locations and are only slightly ruined by 

your characters silent participation. 

Many games can be criticized for using good 

looks to cover poor mechanics but this is not 

true of The Secret World. The combat is solid 

and requires mobility, lending it an action 

movie feel and while the game features many 

traditional MMO quests there is very little hand 

holding along the way. The Investigation 

quests take this idea to a whole new level and 

often require you to do research in the real 

world to progress—Funcom have thoughtfully 

placed an in game web browser for this very 

reason, but sometimes it does fall into the trap 

of asking you to do what the developer       

intended rather than seek a more personal 

approach. 
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The mix of traditional and investigation quests 

are joined by sabotage quests. These quests 

require stealthy infiltration in order to succeed. 

I’ll be honest, when I first started playing, 

these quests were very buggy and sometimes 

I would end up getting spotted by cameras 

when I was behind cover. When I returned to 

the game recently I was pleased to see that 

many of these bugs have been fixed in the 

monthly updates. 

The monthly updates are not just about fixing 

bugs but also expanding the amount of game 

content. One of my major concerns about the 

game was that there was a severe lack 

of   end-game content. This was fixed in     

December when Funcom released Issue 4 

and its first raid content. The raid begins in 

Brooklyn and travels across New York to the 

Manhattan Exclusion Zone where a horrifying 

creature out of Lovecraft’s worse nightmares 

awaits you. I don’t want to spoil it for you but it 

was certainly worth waiting for. 

As 2013 began and Issue 5 was released, 

Funcom announced that they were removing 

the required subscription from the game and 

that new content would be made available on 

a purchasable DLC system that Xbox and PS 

users will be familiar with. This complements 

other aspects of the game that allow you to 

purchase items for your avatar and             

extra  character slots much like in other online 

games. Players can still subscribe optionally 

and get exclusive rewards in return. 

There has been some concern that the       

decision to remove the subscription charge is 

down to flagging interest. The game received 

mainly positive reviews and Funcom stated 

that they believed the low sales were due to 

competition from Diablo 3 and Guild Wars 2 

but the decision came one month after the 

announcement that Ragnar Tørnquist was 

stepping down as creative director. 

All in all, The Secret World aims high and  

Funcom have created an atmospheric and       

engaging game world for a refreshing MMO. 

It’s definitely one to watch. 

Innsmouth Academy 

FEVER DREAMS 
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ARTICLE by Al Thomas 

The city of Dunwall may not be the happiest 

place but it is certainly one of the most     

imaginative game worlds of recent years. It is 

a squalid and twisted environment in which 

developer, Arkane Studios, have applied layer 

upon layer of detail to create a living,     

breathing world. The oppressive City Watch 

guards make their presence felt in a world of 

crumbling rat infested architecture beneath a 

sickly sun. I could spend hours just looking at 

the scenery and it goes a long way towards 

explaining why Dishonored is one of this 

year’s surprising success stories. 

Launching a new game series is always a big 

gamble. Many publishers believe that gamers 

only want familiar experiences and for the 

most part I think that they are right (just look at 

Modern Warfare’s success). I’m the first to 

admit that, while I am always on the lookout 

for a new experience, for the vast majority of 

gamers a safe purchase is a good bet. 

Dishonored’s new world and characters are 

accompanied by an innovative free approach 

to the gameplay which, in my opinion, is the 

strength of the game and allows players to 

approach gameplay in a variety of ways. It is 

easy to see that Dishonored may not have 

been an easy sell. 

Bethesda backed the game and as a result 

have been rewarded with 2012 biggest IP 

launch. In fact the sales of Dishonored went 

far beyond Bethesda’s expectations and may 

result in the stealth game becoming a        

franchise. 

The Vice-president of Marketing and PR at 

Bethesda, Peter Hines, said “I can tell you that 

Dishonored is far exceeding our sales        

expectations.” He went on to say “we are very 

pleased and appreciate all the fans that have 

supported Dishonored and Arkane. We clearly 

have a new franchise.” 

While fans eagerly await the arrival of a sequel 

the first DLC pack, Dunwall City Trials, has 

been released. The DLC will contain 10    

challenge maps that are designed to test a 

player’s combat, stealth and mobility skills by 

having them kill as many targets as possible 

within a time limit or surviving against waves 

of enemies. The add-on also contains a    

handful of new achievements and global 

leader boards. 

If that’s not enough then the announcement of 

two campaign add-ons should come as   

pleasant news. The first of these should be 

expected around Easter and focuses on Daud, 

the leader of a group of assassins called The 

Whalers. 
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2013 is set to start with a bang as Dante makes a 

welcome return in DmC : Devil May Cry. Capcom 

isn’t the only Japanese developer looking to start 

the year strong, Square Enix hope that their lead 

title, Tomb Raider, will see them off to a good start. 

There is some discussion about the announced 

addition of multiplayer. As a rule, I generally avoid 

games that make a habit of introducing multiplayer 

to a game that doesn’t need it. Personally I’d like to 

see Square getting on with a new Deus Ex but I’m 

not holding my breath just yet.  

Electronic Arts have placed a lot of their eggs in 

one basket and are no doubt hoping for  doting 

girlfriends and wives to buy video games for their 

respective others. Dead Space 3 and Crysis 3 are 

arriving just in time for Valentine’s Day and, given 

fan reception of Mass Effect 3, could make or break 

the quarter.  If Science fiction and horror are high 

on your priorities then keep your eyes open for 

Alien: Colonial Marines. 

Konami have pinned their hopes on their estab-

lished franchises with the first quarter seeing Metal 

Gear getting a cross platform release and         

Castlevania arriving on the 3DS in March. This 

should be telling of the reception that they can   

expect for Castlevania 2 later in the year. March 

also sees the arrival of the latest in the Gears of 

War and God of War franchises, alongside a new 

Final Fantasy – Seekers of Adoulin and the       

expansion for Starcraft II – Heart of the swarm. 

One of the biggest releases of the first quarter has 

got to be Bioshock Infinite, a game that I’ve fallen in 

love with before its release. I’m also looking forward 

to the launch of The Walking Dead: Survival      

Instinct. If previous titles based on this franchise are 

anything to go by then this game should be a 

stomper. 

TITLE PLATFORM 

Unchained Blades 3DS 

DmC : Devil May Cry X360, PS3 

Ni no Kuni: Wrath of the 

White Witch  

PS3 

Might and Magic :  Clash 

of Heroes 

iOS 

Fire Emblem :        

Awakening 

3DS 

Dead Space 3 Win, PS3, 

X360 

Aliens :                        

Colonial Marines 

Win, Wii-U, 

PS3, X360 

Crysis 3 Win, PS3, 

X360 

Metal Gear Rising :   

Revengeance 

PS3, X360 

Etrian Odyssey IV:    

Legends of the Titan  

PS3 

Might & Magic Heroes 

VI: Shades of Darkness  

Win 

Castlevania: Lords of 

Shadow - Mirror of Fate  

3DS 

God of War: Ascension  PS3 

StarCraft II: Heart of 

the Swarm  

Win, Mac 

Gears of War: Judgment  X360 

BioShock Infinite  PS3, X360, 

Win 

Final Fantasy XI:     

Seekers of Adoulin  

Win, X360 

The Walking Dead:   

Survival Instinct  

PS3, X360,  

Wii-U, Win 
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Our Guide to upcoming conventions 

JANUARY 

Date Name Details Location 

6th The Patrick Troughton 

Years 

Dr. Who 

www.fantomfilms.co.uk 

George IV Public House & 

Comedy Club, Chiswick 

25th—27th Throne Con II Game of Thrones 

www.starfury.co.uk  

Renaissance Hotel,   

Heathrow 

FEBRUARY 

Date Name Details Location 

1st—3rd Quarter Tone The 25th British Filk     

Convention 

www.contabile.org.uk/

quartertone/index.html 

Ramada Grantham Hotel, 

Grantham 

3rd The William Hartnell Years Dr. Who 

www.fantomfilms.co.uk 

George IV Public House & 

Comedy Club, Chiswick 

8th—10th SF Ball 19 Science Fiction 

www.sfbevents.com 

Carrington House Hotel, 

Bournemouth 

9th –10th London Anime Con 2013 Anime and Gaming 

www.londonanimecon.com 

The Rocket Complex,        

London Metropolitan         

University 

15th—17th Eternal Twilight 9 Twilight 

www.massiveevents.co.uk 

Hilton Birmingham     

Metropole Hotel 

16th—17th Picocon 2013 Science Fiction & Fantasy 

www.union.ic.ac.uk 

Imperial College Student 

Union 

http://www.fantomfilms.co.uk
http://www.starfury.co.uk
http://www.contabile.org.uk/quartertone/index.html
http://www.contabile.org.uk/quartertone/index.html
http://www.fantomfilms.co.uk
http://www.sfbevents.com
http://www.londonanimecon.com
http://www.massiveevents.co.uk
http://www.union.ic.ac.uk
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FEBRUARY 

Date Name Details Location 

17th Exeter Comic Expo Comics 

www.fantasyevents.org 

Rougemont Hotel, Exeter 

22nd—24th Redemption ‘13 Science Fiction 

www.conventions.org.uk/  

redemption 

Britannia Hotel, Coventry 

23rd—24th London Super Comic   

Convention 

Comics 

www.londonsupercomicconve

ntion.com 

ExCel, Docklands 

23rd—24th Microcon 2013 Science Fiction             

societies.ex.ac.uk/scifi/

microcon.html 

Devonshire & Cornwall House, 

Exeter University 

MARCH 

Date Name Details Location 

1st—3rd Sci-fi Weekender Science Fiction 

www.scifiweekender.com 

Hafan Y Mor Holiday Park, 

Wales 

2nd—3rd Cardiff International Comic 

and Animation Expo 

Comics and Anime 

www.fantasyevents.org/

cicae/index.html 

Cardiff 

9th Valiant 4 Dr. Who 

www.fantomfilms.co.uk 

Workstation, Sheffield 

15th—17th Portmeiricon The Prisoner 

www.tauspace.co.uk/sixofone/

convention.htm 

Portmeirion 

23rd Big Finish Day Dr. Who 

www.tenthplanetevents.co.

uk/ 

Barking Abbey School, 

Barking 

22nd—25th Steampunk at the Seaside Steampunk                 

steampunk.synthasite.com/ 

Park Resorts,              

Camber Sands 

29th—1st 

April 

Eight Squared Con Speculative Fiction 

www.eightsquaredcon.org/

web/Welcome.html 

Cedar Court Hotel, Bradford 
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APRIL 

Date Name Details Location 

6th The Dawn of the           

Federation 

Star Trek 

www.theussfortitude.com 

The National Space     

Centre, Leicester 

6th—7th The Highlands               

International Comic Expo 

Comics                       

www.hi-ex.co.uk 

Inverness 

25th—28th Dead by Dawn Horror Film 

www.deadbydawn.co.uk 

Filmhouse,                      

Edinburgh 

28th Wales Comic Con Comics, Sci-fi & Fantasy 

www.walescomiccon.com 

Glyndwr University,         

Wrexham 

MAY 

Date Name Details Location 

3rd—5th Starfury: Invasion Science Fiction 

www.starfury.co.uk 

Renaissance Hotel,    

Heathrow 

4th Screen Con Sci-fi/ Popular Culture 

www.screen-con.com 

The Park Leisure Centre, 

North Shields 

4th—5th The Elstree Empire Day Star Wars 

www.collectormania.com 

Elstree 

10th—12th Happily Ever After Once Upon A Time & 

Grimm 

www.massiveevents.co.uk 

Hilton Metropole Birmingham, 

NEC 

11th—12th  The Middle Earth Weekend J.R.R.Tolkien                

www.middleearthweekend.

org.uk/ 

The Shire Country Park,     

Hall Green, Birmingham 

CONVENTION NEWS AND REVIEWS 

fdezine.fever-dreams.co.uk/Submissions.html 

If you know of a convention that is not on the list then let us know and we’ll add it next 

issue. We would also like to hear from you if you attend one of these events. Although 

we may be offered the chance to attend events, it isn’t possible to attend all of them at 

the moment. If you feel like telling us about your convention experience then please get 

in touch. 
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